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ertotatt hit
by ·rent strike
by Zoe Pagnamenta and
Steve Martin

able to afford to stay in halls in
1991 at the cost of £31 per week
(this excludes meals).

HERIOT-WAIT University
students are Gurrently staging
a rent-strike in protest at
plans for a mammoth
increase in hall charges over
the ~ext three years.

He added that this was unlikely
to attract new students to a college
which still does not guarantee
accommodation to first years.
Mr Reiiiy told Student that he is
fearful that the increases could
have a knock-on effect on the
price of lodgings. "Coupling this
with the impending abilition of
housing benefit for students could
cause the vast majority of students
to accept living out of the university," he said.
However, as for those directly
affected, almost all residents at
Lome House in Drumsheugh
Uardens are takmg part in the
rent strike. They have said that
since their hall is scheduled for

The strike, called last week, follows a University Court decision
that this year's 13% rent rise will
be supplanted by increases of
15.5% and 27% in 1990 and 1991
respectively.
Whilst Heriot-Watt University's. move is seen as part of a
campaign to make its accommodation service break even, the
Students'
Association
have
already collected a fighting "fair
rent fund" of £167,000.

closure next summer, they hope
that a victory for the campaign
could lead to a reappraisal of the ·
situation.

The Association is outraged
that once the accommodation is
complete at the Riccarton Campus, which is just outside the main
city, students staying there out of
term, eg duiing Freshers'. Wt!'ek,
will be charged "realistic rents" of
£20 per night.

The rent rises at Heriot-Watt
are, it is believed, to be used to
subsidise the building of a new
luxury hall on the campus. Each
hall will have an ensuite bathroom
and will aim to capture a share of
the lucrative conference market.
Heriot-Watt's plans are not yet
shared by Edinburgh University.
-Mr A. Stewart, the director ofthe

According to Paul Reilly,
HWSA president, the freezing of
student grants will mean that
many undergraduates. will not be

Protest at Heriot-Watt Union, Grindlay Street.
Student Accommodation ~ervice declined to comment on the
(SAS) at Edinburgh, told Student strike, but it is certain that the unithat Edinburgh's policy remains versity has yet to decide what
to keep rents at affonfable levels measures to take. However, meaand to link price rises as near as sures at their disposal include
eviction, explusion and denial of
possible to inflation.
-· At Heriot-Watt, a spokesman permission to graduate.

P}toto: Tiddy Maitland- Titterton

At a meeting ()f the H-W Students' Association on Tuesday
night the decision to continue with
the strike was unanimous. The
mood was described by Welfare
Rep Gary Young as "cautious but
confident".

Plain sailing for ·silver medallists
I

EIGHT members of the University Sailing Club returned
from the South of France this.
weekend having set sporting
standards that few other
sports clubs are likeiy to emulate this year.

ships held at Le Lavandou, just
west of St Tropez. They fought off
the challanges of teams from fourteen other universities and colleges, representing countries as
far afield as Australia and the
USA andas .diverse as Japan and
Poland.

The team, representing Scot- ~.
The achievement of the U niver"
land, won the silver medal in the sity team is further put into
World Student Sailing Champion- perspective ·by the fact that the

winners, from Sweden, received
£25,000 worth of sponsorship ,
money; the Edinburgh sailors ·
p,f!id most of their expenses themselves.

•

Elated captain John Mackenzie
had spoken before the event of
".finishing in the top half as being
our main aim," particularly as the
team had "never sailed this type of:
boat before."

The 'Jennau Selection· yacnt weekend for University sport.
was provided by the hosts, the The Shinty Team gained its first
local 'Ecole Polytechnique', but · National League victory for more
whereas the Swedish had already than a year, the Men's Hockey
practised in the same type of yacht Club climbed off the bottom of
at other events, including Cowes their league, their female counterWeek, on the Isle of Wight, the parts won the Scottish UniverEdinburgh teamn had no more sities Tournament and the 1st XV
than a day and a half of practice Rugby Team recovered from last
before the competition began.
wednesday's humiliation agains1
The return of the sailing team Heriot-Watt to defeat Alloa.
. was the highlight of an excellent
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Apartheid speakers
absent at rally
by Julie Dalzell

A NATIONAL Union of
Students (NUS)-organised
rally against apartheid turned
sour last Thursday evening
when two major speakers
failed to turn up.
The rally, which was held at
Moray House College Union in
Edinburgh, was to have been
addressed by speakers from the
Arrican
National
Congress
and the
(ANC), SWAPO
Association of South African Students.
Instead, a substitute speaker
and .representative of the NUS,
John MacKinnon, apologised for
the absence of the SWAPO and
ANC speakers. He stated that the
meeting, in conjunction with a
rally in Glasgow, had not been
falsely advertised.
Mr MacKinnon declared that
he had only heard "recently" that
the SWAPO representative had
returned to Namihia to vote in the
forthcoming elections, whilst the
absence of the ANC speaker was
the "fault" of the ANC's London
office.
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At the meeting in Edinburgh,
which was jointly organised by the
Scottish Committee on anti-apartheid, Mr MacKinnon said that
"supposedly liberalising measures" - such as the recent
release of Waiter Sisulu · demonstrated "not a change of
attitude but tactics" by the new
South African president, FW de
Klerk.
He went on to accuse the media
of making Nelson Mandela into
the central issue behind apartheid, thus earning de Klerk "a
clap on the back" when Mandela
is released.
Concluding his speech at the
rally, the NUS speaker was critical of the lack of external campaign in the colleges of Britain
against "the one European government propping up the apartheid system."
Ntombi Hodeba of the South
African Students' Association
echoed MacKinnon when she
quoted Archbishop Desmond
Tutu's reference to the transitory
nature of the South African
regime: "only the initials of the
leaders have changed," she said.
Ms Hodebe explained that the

A poll conducted last week.in the
LEEDS - Students and CND are
protesting against the university's university found that most studecision to offer Casper Wein- dents were, as yet, uncertain
berger, ex-US Secretary of which way they would vote on the
Defense, an honorary degree for issue. However, 54 per cent of
those who were questioned said
his work in ·aid of world peace.
An early-day motion has been that they supported a review ofthe
lodged at the Houses of Parliament Silcott case.
by John Battle, the local MP, and
The motion seems certain to
other Labour MPs, in relation to
cause a controversy similar to that
this move.
which occurred in LSE when they
elt;cted Silcott as Honorary PresiOXFORD -This Thursday there dent. The elction split the union,
will be a referendum, by secret and prompted calls for a review of
ballot, of all students on a union student union funding by the uni. motion of support for Winston Sil- . versity authorities.
cott, who was convicted of murThe use of a secret ballot at
dering PC Keith Blacklock. The Oxford seems to avoid the charge
trial is considered by many to have . that the union's motion will be
been unfair.
unrepresentative.
The union, if the motion is passed, will organise a conference, SHEFFIELD -Sheffield Univerand a campaign calling for his sity magazine, Ink Inc., which
release. A letter-writing campaign won the Guardian Media Award
to the Home Secretary, calling on for Student Magazine of the Year,
him to pardon Silcott, js also being faces the axe due to a lack offundplanned.
ing.

Pornographic
education

for cars or alcohol.
by Tristan Brittain
Hence, rather than basing the
and
Lorraine Eccleston
week's campaign purely on the
- - - - - - - - - - - - - contentious tenet that "Porn kills
EDINBURGH
Women women", although this is clearly a
purpose of her association was to
Pornography central fear: the organisers wish t?
protect African students from a Against
different kind of racism and apar- (EWAP), in conjunction ale~t to the msult of, and subor~I
theid in British society. She with Edinburgh University's nat~on caused by, pornography m.
appealed to the sixty-five, mainly
, G
.h h d
society.
•
student audience,to be aware of W ome~ s. roup, a~ a an. On Thursaay 9th at 7.30 pm in
the enormous need for a neutral enthusiastiC start to Its week 'the David Hume Tower, there
education system in order to "em- of action which began on the ·will be a panel discussion on Por6th of November.
nography and Sexual Violence".
power the powerless."
The organisation hopes its cam- Entry will be free, but there will
Afterwards, the floor was open
for comments or questions. The paign, consisting of lectures, films be a £1 charge for the speech and
and talks, will put the issue of sex- slide show by the feminist writer
extent of Britain's investment ual violence to the forefront of Sheila Jeffreys on Friday lOth at 8
"more than all other European
"serious discussion", and will gen- pm in the D HT.
countries put together" - was
erate positive responses to the
EW AP's campaign culminates
discussed, and an eloquent speech
problem of the "terrorisation of · with a "Reclaim the Night March"
made by an African student on.the
women."
at 7.30pm on Saturday 11th, start~
concept of violence.
Two members of EW AP, Edin- ing at the top of the Middle
The speaker indicated that it
burgh University students Moia Meadow Walk in the Meadows
was the false racial and tribal diviBurns and Paula Glassman, spoke
Men are excluded from all these
sion of black African society, and
to Student about the origins and events as there is a belief that
the detention/murder of hundreds
aims of the week-long campaign. women could feel embarrassed,
of innocent children by the South
"It is aimed," Ms Glassman and reticent if forced to talk about
African government, that fed this
concept.
. said, "at raising the level of aware- sexual violence in the presence of.
ness-especially amongst women men.
Concluding, Rachel Wood, tre- about the problem of sexual
However, the major reason for
asurer of the EU Anti-Apartheid
this strategy, Ms Glassman stresviolence and pornography."
Society, commented that despite
The group hopes to dispel the sed, was the wish to "organise and
the absence of the two main
idea that pornography is simply educate women" concerned about
speakers, it had been a "good
the domain of the "dirty old pornography, and then from this
meeting", although she was surman", but also includes multi- position of strength and knowprised at John MacKinnon's critimillion pound industries, as ledge to concentrate on changing
cism of university anti-apartheid
reflected in provocative adverts men's minds.
campaigns.
they refused to supply names and
addresses of its members to party
HQ.
Mr Andrew Barnett, President
of CSA, who fears that placing the
membership list into the hands of
Tory Party HQ will cause trouble
LEICESTER- Leicester Univer- for the Association, has written to
sity has created a new sabbatical Mr Michael Forsyth, Scottish
post which they believe to be the Tory Party Chairman, demanding
an apology and their funds back.
first of its kind in Britain.
The post, officially titled VicePresident Overseas, is intended to LSE- Undismayed by the furore
raise awareness about the need for caused by the union's election of
increased welfare provision for Winston Silcott, the convicted
murderer of PC Keith Blacklock,
foreign students studying there .
as
Honorary President, further
However, the post is threatened
by a lack offunding, as the univer- controversy looks likely at the LSE
sity authorities have -refused to after the Birmingham Six, currently serving life sentences for
finance the project.
IRA bombings, were put forward
for the Vice-President elections.
ST ANDREWS - A row is · The three other candidates for
developing between the Scottish Thursday's election will be: Sergio
Tory Party HQ and the univer- Ramirez,
gf
Vice-President
sity's Conservative Students' Nicaragua; Johnathan Porritt, a
Association (CSA), after the CSA Green Party leader; and Ed the
bank funds were frozen because Duck.
have been entering into the spirit
of Guy Fawkes night a little earlier this year by posting frreworks
through students letter boxes, contributing to the general air of
aggravation.

by Frank Bowley and
Heather Wilson
The Students' Unio'n', which
gave the magazine its initial grant
of £1,000, has thus far refused to
finance Ink Inc., which finally
overspent by £5,000.
A vote will be taken at the
union's AGM on Thursday, 9th
November, to decide whether the
magazine has a future.
NEWCASTLE- Finally, tension
is running high in Fenham, a traditional student area in Newcastle.
Last week a couple of students
were assaulted, all for the gran'd
sum of £2.50. Meanwhile, children

NI GEL GRIFFITHS, MP

You can take it
and ...
more! University ain't as hard as they said it was. Hell,
you're on your way to a brilliant career!
But sometimes, when the going gets tough, and
studying gets you down, you get a hankering after
that good ol' home cookin', and then you've just got
to run to ...

HELP AND ADVICE
Every Friday & Every Monday
from 9am-10am at 93 Causewayside
And Third Saturday of Every Month
9 am Burdiehouse/Southhouse
Community Centre, Burdiehouse Street
10.15 am Liberton High School,
Gilmerton Road
11.30 am James Gillespie's High School,
Lauderdale Street
Or contact the Labour Party HQ
93 Causewayside (Tel: 662 4520).

Labour- Serving Our Community

(

WAVERLEY MARKET
PRINCES STREET
EDINBURGH
031-5561374
30 THE GRASSMARKET · EDINBURGH . 225 6464
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NUS organises
protest fortnight
by News Reporter

THE Scottish branch of the
National Union of Students
(NUS) have organised a
fortnight of national protest
in their campaign agatnst
loans.
i
The two "Weeks of Action
Against Loans" started on Mon- ·
day and are expected to finish on
Friday 17th November. However,
the main event in the , ptesent
calendar is the Scottish Demonstration and Lobby in Edinburgh on
Thursday 16 November. .
·
Representatives of student
unions from all parts of Scotland
are expected to take part in the
demonstration, which will culminate in a rally at the Scottish
Office. EUSA are presently publicising the event, and are hoping
many students will assemble for
the beginning of the march at Potterrow , under the dome , at 1.45
pm.

Martijn Quinn, EUSA Secretthe loans scheme will only help to
ary, told Student that this event is
make the "situation much worse."
very important and will be
At present mtty Aberdeen,
attended by all-party speakers.
Stirling and Strathclyde UniverHe also intimated that aUK-wide sity student unions are affiliated
demonstration by students against to the NUS. Edinburgh is not.
loans will take place in Glasgow However, Heriot-Watt and Dunon 28 November; however, the dee Universities are having affiliaroute is still subject to approval by tion campaigns at the moment,
Strathclyde Region police.
with the vote likely to carry at
As part of their fortnight of proHeriot-Watt. Most further educatest NUS Scotland have also writtion colleges in Scotland are
ten to the major Scottish banks
affiliated to the NUS.
urging their non-co-operation
I
Toqay, from 12-6 pm, the NUS
with the scheme. the TSB
Clydesdale, Bank of Scotland and · are organising some action in the
Royal Bank of Scotland have all Mound against student loans.
received letters, with an "updated Donna McKinnon told Student
briefing" of what the NUS consid- that students will be "camping
ers to be an "ill-conceived" out" for several hours to hand out
leaflets and encourage the public
scheme.
to
sign petitions against loans.
Donna McKinnon, President of
Events in the fortnight of action
NUS Scotland, has told these
banks that the "consequences for are taking place from as far afield
the future of the education sys- as Inverness, Dundee, Edinburgh
tem" and "the economic and and Strathclyde. Rallies, stalls .
social prospects of the country" petitioning and leafletting, it is
are fearfuL She has informed promised, will be undertaken in
them that their co-operation in every student union possible.

Councillor warns
'champagne socialists'
by Neil Rafferty

THE prospective Tory candidate for Edinburgh South,
Struan
Stevenson,
has
accused
. Edinburgh's
Labour-run District Council
of spending "community
charge payers' money on
party political propaganda".
In a ~peech to ~he University
Conservative Association, last
Monday, Mr Stevenson attacked
the council as left-wing extremists
who give "the :red carpet treatment" to "ANC terrorists,
Nicaraguan communists and
other left-wing has-beens". He
also added that the reselection of

Leith MP Ron Brown "shqws how
low the Socialists have sunk in this
city".
Mr Stevenson, who will face
Labour's Nigel Griffiths at the
next general election, thanked the
University Tory Club for the "essential help" it was giving to candidates in the upcoming regional
elections. He mentioned the
former EUSA Secretary lain
Catto, who will be standing for the
Conservatives irt Prestonfield and·
Mayfield.
Addressing local issues, Mr
Stevenson told the meeting of his
visit to Torness power station to
see SSEB's preparation for transporting waste through the south of
the city. He described the plan as
"very impressive".

In closing his speech, Mr
Stevenson gave a stern warning to
"champagne
socialists".
He
declared that the Conservatives
. "are the government who protect
and preserve their wealth", and
that the Labour Party wanted to
introduce "punitive levels of taxation", which would "bring the
country to its knees".
He urged the young middleclass Labour voters to turn to the
right before it was "too bloody
late".
Erstwhile Tory .presidential
candidate Martin D. C. Burns
pledged the "full support" of the
University Conservative Association in Mr Stevenson's future
campaign.

NB: We do not arrange jobs!

'Lecturer faces
.
'
prosecutlon
.

Last week's Student news story "Lecturer faces prosecution" was
based upon sources within the University English Literature
Department. Student hereby retracts the statement that ''the lecturer
..• is reputed to be in the English Literature Department"; Since no
corroborating evidence to substantiate the content of the claim has
arisen, and since the University authorities are adamant that they
know nothing of any prosecutions pending, Student concludes that
original sources were faulty· and derived from a misunderstanding.

GREYFRIARS

OFFER

. .BOBBY -

As much as you can eat for

OPEN S<.INDAY
WNCHllME & FVEN!I'iG .

Book, price £14.00

Unsuspecting members of the
public in Inverness, Glasgow,
Newcastle, Durham and Aberdeen were privvy to "spontaneous" rag raids by high-spirited students in colourful attire. These
raids proved highly successful
with £4,000 being raised that day
alone.
In Edinburgh, ESCA set up
stocks
on
Thursday
2nd
November in Bristo Square,
where chosen victims were to be
pelted with custard pies. Unfortuantely, of these victims,
EUSA's new Deputy President,
Martin Morrison, failed to turn
up; Martijn Quinn, Secretary of
the Students' Association, did
turn up, but thr-ee-quarters of an
hour later and had to forego the
aforementioned honour.
Instead, EU SDLP provided a

TJU;~IlESII r:\STA RESTAl:RAI"T - ·

INTERNATIONAL WORK, POSTBOX 25, SF-66 901 NYKARLEBY,
FINLAND.

D

ESCA,
EU
Students'
Charities Association, last
Wednesday launched their
annual mini rag-week, in a
co-ordinated attempt with
other
student
charities
throughout Britain.

victim in the shape of Mrs Margaret Thatcher (or someone who
tried to resemble her). Thursday
was also witness to the diet-conscious "Smartie-Eating Championship" held in Chambers
Street Union.
A torchlight procession was
held on the Friday night, with the
University Rector, Ms Muriel
Gray, there to lead off the procession, whose goal was the huge
bonfire Ol) Calton Hill.
Numb students then had the
chance to get the circulation going
again at a ceilidh held in Chambers Street; it was eo-hosted by
the Highland Society, not apparently a stomping good time was
had by all.
Yet perhaps the most keenly
anticipated moment of the week
was the 'Beer 'n' Teering'; a traditional charity event where
participants try to drink as much
as possible, in as many pubs, without throwing up or falling over.
The number of pubs involved ·
was reduced this year from fifteen
to ten, but rumour has it that some
people cheated and managed to
get round about twenty pubs, and .
remain standing, all in aid of charity, of course.

PASTIJFliQO
Q(.JJ1'E SIMPL"V·. ·
QOOD HOME COOKING

Free Information

by Jennie Morrison

at

Interested? Then write, enclosing a self-addressed envelope,
for our free pamphlet giving further information on the book to:

. D

photo: Chris McKenna

Muriel Gray on Calton Hill

STUDENT SPECIAL

WORK ABROAD!
At last the book has been published that will tell you all you
need to know about work permits, salaries, work and living
conditions, visas, travelling expenses, climate, and so on. This
book also gives addresses of companies who need manpower
in Europe, USA, Canada, West lndies, Australia and the Far
East. The type of work covered includes the oil industry, the
metal industry, gardenin-g, travel business, hotels and
restaurants, au pair work and luxury cruising.

.

_~2Noon-_9 p.m. :

•
34 CANDI.£JIIAKER ROW
EDINBURGH

£3.95
with Bolognese/Salsa Rosa or
Neapolitan Sauce. Mon. to Wed. inc.
Offer ends 6Dec. 1989.

Voucher or Student Matriculation Card to be presented.-._
.
PASTIFICIO
~-:;,23 North Bridge (Tel: 031556 6467)
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As the Edinburgh Women Against
Pornography Week of Action gets underway,
·Lorraine Eccleston.assesses the main issues the
series of events sets out to challenge.
ORNOGRAPHY has always raised
questions within society, with debate
centring around the issue of censorship
versus freed9m of the individual. This
week a group of people concerned with this
controversial issue, Edinburgh Women Against
Pornography, are staging a seven-day campaign
to allow the public to find out more about their
beliefs, and "say no to sexual violence".

P

What has to be stressed from the very beginning is that
it is not personal opinions at stake here, rather the views
of a national movement. The aim of this following week
is not· to ban pornography but to educate and make
people, and especially women, aware of its destructive
and violent elements.
Why do we allow this exploitation of women and their
bodies to go on? It cannot be denied that it does happen.
It is a multi-million pound industry. Gone are the days of
thinking tha~ it is simply dirty old men who buy these
rags or get cheap thrills from watching some blue movie
on the television.
Banning pornography is censorship of a kind and for
this reason it is viewed as renunciation of certain civil
_liberties but what about women, do they not have right
to these civil liberties also? Is it not happening to half of
. the population in Britain? Are their civil rights not being
revoked in the case of pornograpfiy? Think about it.
They cannot stop the material being published and nor
can they stop people looking at it. Pornography is out of .
the ordinary woman in the streets control, but she is the
exact person who may be attected in the long term.
For the portrayal of women in pornographic material
is nyver tiue to life. They are either shown as vulnerable
and helpless, on the one hand, or as "asking for it" on the
other. Both of which seem to be as unjust and hindering
to women in their growing emancipation of today.
Wo.men have fought and even been killed for the place In
society they now hold, so why do they allow their socalled equality to be usurped in this disgusting and
·
degrading manner?
~he_ main problem is ignorance on the part of the
maJonty of bo~h men an? women.,_thus the ultim~.te aim
of the weeks campaign - eoucation. Increased

a

awareness of this dangerous element attached to
pornography may result in not a legislatory abolition but
perhaps a ban of a more personal kind.
n the light of recent events it has been claimed that
pornography directly kills women, It provokes men
to attack, rape, or both. Rape Crisis meetings
often have to deal with women who have been
attacked by their husbands or lovers who after they have
looked at some form of pornography, want it "in the
raw" and are prepared to use violence to attain it.
Women always have the right to say no at any stage. In
the majority of cases that is probably the truth but what
about the few who refuse to listen and simply carry on
regardless of the woman's blatant attempts to stop the
act from going any further. Is that not a violation of a
woman's rights?
In order to alter the current situation any campaign
has to attack preconceived attitudes within society; the
attitude which simply accepts pornography as· a norm
within everyday life. It is this against which women are
fighting.
In this article it must also be emphasised, however,
that pornography is obviously not the sole cause of rape.
There are so many other things involved. Rape is very
often carried out by men who have never seen any form
of pornography, and the other side of the coin argues the
fact that the majority of "porn-watchers" do not
immeCiiately afterwards feel the urge to attack an
innocent female.
· Although it cannot be said without questioning that
men are more likely to rape after exposure to
pornograp~y, it is claimed, however, tthat men do
become less sensitive and sympathetic towards women
because they lose all respect for them, Pornography
p~rtrays women as enjoying what they are doing and for
this reason_ men may assume that they will enjoy rape,
whether. t~Is be true or not. But for most pornographic
models It IS a way to earn money and nothing else. The
police have admitted that in certain cases , and more
spe~ifically in a recent trial, it has been proven that some
rapists do follow through each act they have observed in
pornographic films right through to the final execution
of rape. Such cases are in the minority, but they do
occur.

I
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ili eliminating pornography from . newspaper stands and video shops remove it
from men's minds? Repression of ideas is
.
not an effective way to stop people from
thinking them. It is believed that the argument about
civil liberties can be used here, in that the total abolition
of pornographic material could be seen as renouncing
people's freedom of choice. The ultimate aim for any
society in its pursuit of congenial living should be to
emphasise a freer way of life. Women should not feel
like a prisoner in their own homes just because they do
not dare to step over the doorstep after dark. Why
should someone be constantly checking the time in order
to be home before nightfall? What sort of freedom is
ili~

LOTHIAN REGION COUNCIL

I

Department of Social Work

IQR, Td: 031-337 2351

Stuck for that Christmas Gift for
Mum and Dad? Why not make
it a slipper Christma~? We
have lined and unlined
slippers for ladies and
men at prices from

£9.95

24 WEST PRESTON STREET
Telephone: 667 3010

END OF SEASON
SALE

BREAKS & OPPORTUNITIES
SCHEME

The Junction BarIrs the Best By Far!

Up to 15% OFF
: Mountain and Conventional
Bikes
e.g. Diamond Black Topanga
R.R.P. £315.70
Sale Price: £280.00

Could you care for someone with learning difficulties (mental
handicap) for 2/3 weeks at a time to give them a break and new
experiences?_ Or c?uld you become a Befriend~r to help
some~ody wrth ordrnary activities in the community? Expenses
are pard to both Carers and Befrienders. To find out more please
contact:

We also have a seiection
of ladies lined
boots.

ROSEMARY LAXTON, CQ-ordinator,
Breaks and Opportunities Scheme'
20-22 Albany Street,
Edinburgh.
Tel: 031-556 9140.
.

151 LOTHIAN ROAD
Tel: 229 6618

,
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. The questioning of whether pornography leads to
vwlent attack and rape of women cannot be fully
answered, because as yet there is not strong enough
evidence to suggest this, but perhaps with increased
support from the public, and especially women ,
movements such as Edinburgh Women Against
Pornography can seek to discover this from further and
more intensive research obtained by hearing more about
personal experiences. ·
,
·
Abolition of pornography is not at all likely but maybe
a more personal abolition would in any case be
preferable to outright censorship. Perhaps it is too
idealistic to believe that attitudes towards women will
change but at least these women are trying to do
s.om~thing to eradi':ate the problem. Nobody ~!!§!Said
hfe IS easy. Women have had to fight for their rights
throughout h.istory and this sadly does not appear set to
change. The Important factor is to decrease the number
of ~iol~nt ~ttacks on women who are simply trying to live
their hves m an ordinary fashion, and if pornography is
any. way thought to be a causal factor it has to be fought
agamst.
Please, therefore, if you have any feelings on the
matter a~ all, support this week's campaign, or even if
you ~on t as yet, go along anyhow - you may be
surpnsed at how much you learn that is of interest and of
necessity to know. Ignorance isthe first hurdle to get
over.
Go on ... educate yourself and stand up for
w.hat women everywhere. must believe in .

·- - - --·---·--

· Full After Sales and
Repair Service
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HERE can· be no understanding the degradation of
women caused by pornography. At the same time there can
be no denying the complexity of
the situation t~at faces anyone who
tries to resolv~ the issue. At base
level, pornography relies on a
stereotypical image of women who
enjoy and actively pursue sexual
humiliation and subordination;
they are viewed as passive objects
of male exploitation, there to be
used and abused by for sexual
gratification.
Consequently, it is hardly surprising that pornography has been
attacked by feminist and other
groups as encouraging male vioi
lence towards women. The argu 1
ment runs that men are provoked.
into attemptin_g too recreate the
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would argue that pornography
satiates certain mens desires, providing an outlet for frustrations
that may otherwise be taken out on
women.
So what is the way forward? The
48 Pleasance, Edinburgh EH8'9Tl: Te1. 558111718,·
most constructive approach is that
being employed by Edinburgh
Women Against Pornography.
During their current week of
submissive images they see by establish a direct causal link bet- against pornograpby. ·If one could action they aim to educate women
forcing sexual acts upon women. ween pornography and physical safely say that pornography and · about the dangers of pornography
rape enjoyed a symbiotic relation- and the various debates involved.
Pornography provides with a tan- violence against women. Granted,
gible model to emulate, and the for some men the influence of por- ship then the obvious response is to They contend that only from such
brutal images in magazines and nography will be a telling factor in impose a blanket ban on pornog- a position of knowledge and
videos are transported into ·reality. their attitudes to and treatment of raphy. While there is this problem strength can women change the
The established oppression of women; however, one must be over directly linking the two, such attitudes of men and society as a
women is given an extra, violent cautious about trying to extend a move would not only raise ques- whole towards pornography.
potency.
this theory o all consumers of por- tions over abuse .of civil liberties, HopefuUy this will encourage perbut could also exacerbate the sit\1- .sonal censorship and negate the
Yet as with the debate over vio- nography.
lence on television and its impact
This is the core .problem that ation by driving the pornographic need for legislative action. Awareon society, it is problematic to faces an those campaigning industry underground. Some ness of the issues is paramount.

politicians, but it is most unfair of Dear Student,
you to cl£lim that their absence sigI would like to reply to some of
nalsalackofcommitmentontheir the points raised in last week's
part to students. In each case reporting of Mr Morrison's "viethere was a legitimate excuse. tory" in the Deputy Presidential
To attack the Conservative election.
of "if you don't give us a-story, ·
Dear Student,
Association
for failing to take part
Firstly, I take offence to Mr
we'll
print
one
anyway".
Please
"Lecturer faces prosecution"
(Student, 2nd Nov. '89, front don't adopt such Sun-type tactics . in EUSA elections is perfectly: Morrison's inference that he was
valid, but it ignores the well-publi- the only candidate who would not
page). Who says so? Only the wri- in the future- you'll never get
ter of this flimsy article. The only four million readers, especially if cised fact that the absence of any "abuse his position" by "telling
Tory candidate was quite deliber- students what their politics should
real story related to recent you fail to furnish a picture of the
ate. We are bitterly opposed to be".
"lusty
lecturer
who
breaks
all
the
ch11nges in the copyright laws the present compulsory memberPresumably, had I been standwhich accounted for 80 per cent of rules". Geddit?
ship
of
student
unions
but,
as
ing
for the Liberal Democrats
Sincerely,
the article. The rest was senre.form from within is clearly rather !han the Scottish Socialist
Sarah Brittain-Dissont.
sationalised rumour, highlighted
impossible, we have come to the Party then this ridiculous allegaby words such as "alleged",
Dear
Student,
conclusion
that our best way of tion would not have been made.
and
"reputed".
The
"claimed"
· The editorial in this week's Studestroying the last remaining
I would also point out that we
reporter's "original sources" were
dent
criticises
the
Conservative
closed
shop
is
by
joining
the
Concurrently
have two Labour Club
not even named, which weakened
servative Students' national cam- sabbaticals and that Mr Morrison
the story even further. Finally, the Party on two counts: firstly,
paign of discrediting student' himself is a self-confessed Labour
writer's own investigations and because three Scottish Office
Ministers have failed to honour
unions in order to put pressure on voter.
interviews showed that t~e proat
Edinspeaking
engagements
the government to make memberRemember, the Labour Party
vocative headline was probably
burgh University, and secondly
ship
of
student
unions
voluntaryprofesses
itself to be (albeit ludicrbunkum; four primary named
~other way of putting it could ously) a "Socialism" party.
sources rejected the claim. Corn- · because no one stood as a Conserbe that we represent the "couldn't
This could go some way to expmon sense indicates that this was vative in the May or October stugive a toss" vote which registered laining why, at the first available
because no prosecution was pend- dent elections. •
As far as the speakers are cona highly respectable 90 per cent in opportunity, Mr Morrison chose
ing-:- or that further research was
cerned, I share your disappointthe October elections.
to break the news that his two
required.
ment that Edinburgh students
Yours sincerely,
campaign pledges, i.e.
Martin D. C. Burns, 1. his "commitment" to a
\ This was an example of were unable lo benefit from the
President, EU Conservatives . .,_
EUSA office at KB;
unsound _journalism; it smacked . wisdom of three experienced

LETTERS

'

MORE
news
reaches
Groundling concerning the ..
bizarre behaviour of EUSA
President Jimmy Quinn. Regular readers of these columns
will realise that election has
turned the once boyish Quinn
into a dull, hatchet-faced apparathick
of
state
socialism, stamping out cornedy wherever he goes. His
latest bout of paranoia has
seen him accuse SRC hackette
Fiona Cook of "plotting"
behind his back in the Labour
Club. Anyone with even a
passing acquaintance with the
dutiful Cook would have
realised what nonsense this is,
but diplomatic relations were
severed between La Cook and
La Quinn for some time and
comradely feeling was only
restored last week with an
emotional and tearful reunion
in the EUSA offices. Groundling knows it's tough at the
top, but El Presidente's
extraordinary behaviour is
beginning to make Margaret

his promise to subsidise food
prices
would be off the agenda, at the
very least for his term of office.
However, Mr Morrison is absolutely correct when he·states that
it would have been "quite a disaster" for the Students' Association
if a politically motivated candidate had won. Indeed it would. It
would have meant some genuine
debate, it may have led to some
freedom of information.
This undoubtedly is· the last
thing that the Students' Association wanted.
Yours etc.,
Dave Donohoe . .
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. and student politics

Hilda Thatcher look like a
calm
and
well-adjusted
human being.
On the subject of the Quinn
twins, the dull one (Martijn)
devoted a 'whole editorial in his
insipid Midweek to slagging off the
luckless Dave Donohoe, failed candidate for Deputy President. It
seems that Donohoe (who, incidentaUy' has been a member of more
political parties than Groundling
has had liquid lunches) had cornrnitted the fatal crime of suggest- .
ing that EUSA was a boring
bureaucracy run by a clique of old
hacks. Since this view is shared by
everyone except the clique of old
hacks who run EUSA, it seems a
b~t harsh to devote a wliole editorial to assassinating the character
of one · old Socialist Worker.
Perhaps Quijnn le~rned these sort
of Stalinist pQlitical practices during the international summit meeting he had last month with an
attractive young Soviet journalist
who was over to develop contacts
with the West ....
Meanwhile,
the
dreadful
Labour Club, which spawned
these international statesmen, is in
the middle of an interesting period

of renewal and change (it's bQOting
out the lefties). Only last week,
during a regular (i.e. extremely
boring) meeting of the Labour
Club, the ~uestion of reaffiliation
to Scottish CND came up. In the
far-off days of 1987 this sort of
thing would have gone through on
an enthusiastic nod, but this time
round arch-Healeyite has-been
Malcolm MacLeod (remember
him?) provoked a full-scale debate
on the issue. In the event the reformist Labour hacks only decided by
the casting vote of the chairman .
(or as they would have it, "chair")
to reaffiliate to the lentil brigade
again. Apparently this has left
former "chair" Lucy Pratt spitting
mad. Pratt's idea of a viable
defence policy is to wear a particularly sturdy woolly hat. Keep
watching this space for more news
of silly socialist squabbles.
In .the meantime the Scot Nats,
in an attempt to breath some
excitement into their lacklustre
sporrans, have taken the tokenistic step of choosing a rotating
chair. This doesn't mean they've
bought a new bit of office equipment, it means that two people are
now in charge. The problem is that
one of them, Lisa Clark, isn't a
Scottish Nationalist at all. In fact

CnigMdaa
G.... w~~saa
Ewan Fergusoa
. Mark Campanile
Zoe hgnamenta
FOCUS:
J-llethell .
INTERNATIONAL: LanBurus
A&oaSmitb
FJia PlorkoWski

she's a weel kent (that's ''well
known" for any Sassenach readers) supporter of the Labour Party
who believes in the formation of an
Independent Republic of Leith,
though as far as Groundling can
tell ~here already is one. Scot Nats
readers can at least rest easy with
the knowledge the the Labour supporter running their club is more
interesting than any of those in
charge of the Labour Club.
On the other political extreme,
regular readers of other Edinburgh newspapers will realise that
the charming, reasonable and
moderate members of the libertarian Tory Club were given a whole
page to themselves in last week's
Scotsman to air their extremely
calm views which aren't barking
mad at all . . Quote of the week
comes from Martin DC Burns (or
"Martin DC Thompson" as he is
known in Dundee journalistic circles): "Margaret Thatcher will go
down as the last socialist Prime
Minister of Britain." Good on you
Martin. More power to your
elbow.
Anyone with any choice polit~cal
dirt can send it to Groundling at
the Student offices. If not, try the
Star Bar. Mine's a double.
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On I? ain of death_,.,.,.,..,.

------------------------~----~~~~~~~~,~~

Amnesty International's annual report oil Human R!ghts vio_Jation~ ·
leaves few countries off the hook. Lara Burns exammes the Issues Jt
raises.-

GREECE, Turkey, USA,
Singapore, India. . . . This
may sound like a list of holiday destinations you may
flick through idly in a travel
agent's brochute. They are,
in fact, all countries named in
Amnesty
International's
annual report, which covers a
wide range of human rights
concerns in 133 countries.

Young people or students often ·
make up the backbone of radical
movements
and
opposition
groups. It' is consequently they
who become victims of death
squads, of"i'g overnment brutality,
·Paramilitary "death squads" of detentions without charge, of
·
have almost become an accepted torture.
form of execution by governments
It· is Amnesty International
in many Central and South which forces us to sit up out of our
American countries.
self-contained world and realise
what
is happening elsewhere. The
In Brazil , the murder of Chico
Mendes became a focus of inter- "Urgent Action " reports released
national dutrage. Yet this is just every week detail cases which
have come to AI's attention in the
one example of the murder of
last
few days. So - just think
leaders of peasants or indigenous
was happening on Saturday
what
peoples. Amid widespread land
disputes, the killings are carried night - while you were out "clubbing", watching a movie ,.or drink1 out by gunmen hired by landowing
into the small hours .. ..
I ners. More disturbingly , the kil' lings often have the acquiescence ,
if not outright participation , of the
police. The so-called "death
squads" were responsible for the
extra-judicial killing of more than
1,500 people in El Salvador, Colombia and Gautemala .

Somalia and Ethiopia, rebel suc· cesses against army action were
used as a pretext for army reprisals on both rebel forces and civi· lians.

The report, published two
weeks ago, highlights the main
information collated by AI in
1988. Some of the cases
described, such as the commutation of the Sharpeville Six's death
sentence , or the deliberate chemical attacks by Iraqi forces which
killed 5,000 Kurds, are ones which
hit international headlines. Yet
Amnesty's net spreads IJ1Uch
wider than this. Last year the
organisation worked on behalf of
4,640 prisoners of conscience,
held in 84 countries.

The campaign for the worldA phenomenon which is of par- wide abolition of the death penticular concern is the mass killings alty is an issue which has caused
or assassination of targetted indi- much dissention within AI itself.
Yet the organisation continues to
viduals by government agents.
These extra-judicial killings fight for this cause. The report
have apparently reached "an focuses on 35 countries who carextraordinary level" . Dubbed as a ried out judicial executions in
number
"governmental method of mur- 1988 , the highest
der", it has been used against gov- recorded since 1981. For instance ,
ernment opponents, -members of the USA executed 11 prisoners,
ethnic o.r religious group.s , and while the population on " death
civilians living in areas of military row" grew to an unprecedented
2 ,182 prisoners by the end of the
operations.
In a number of African coun- year. However, AI's campaign is
tries , insurgencies or civil wars slowly gaining results: by the
s~em
to legitimise govern- beginning of 1989, 40 per cent of .
had
ments'
wide-scale
attacks the world's countries
on
unarmed
civilians.
In abolished the death penalty.

INTERNATIONAL
NEWS
by Sophy Higgins

•NORWAY
IN NORWAY'S recent gene·ral election, the Labour
Prime Minister, Mrs Gro
Harlem Bruntland, has been
succeeded by the Conservative leader, Mr Jan P. Syse in
the new government. The
last government has been

Victims of the "death squad" in El Salvador.

replaced by a coalition bet- the Oslo area . Although the 3 parwee!~ ~he Conservatives (H) , ties in the coalition do not form a
Chnsttan Demcoratic (KrF) majority and are therefore depen~

and Centre (SP.) _parties who dent on support from either the
Progress Party or the Lab_pur
together served in the previ- Party , they all wished to exclude
ous . non-Socialist govern- the ·Progress Party from government which resigned in the ment positions.
spring of 1986.
In the new government, 8 of 19
ministers are women, compared
Notably it was the parties of the with the, previous administration
extreme left and right who in which 8 of 18 department heads '
achieved the best results. The were women.
~ocialist Left increased its parThe Minister for Foreign
liamentary representation from 6
Affairs, Mr Kjell Magne Bon~o 17 seats_, and the Progress Party
~evik has already made his posimcreased Its number of seats from
tiOn clear on matters regarding
2 to 22. The ultra-Conservative
the fighting in the Middle East.
Progress Party . gained most
He has expressed reluctance to
groundi~ Western ~orway and in
meet tJ:!e PLO leader, Yasser
Arafat when he arrives on a visit to
Norway. Bondevik stressed the
_ i~portance of "Israel's right to
hve safely within secure and recognised borders," and stated that
he will make tougher demands
upon the PLO than his predecessors have.
.

Over 50,000 Scots need a pint of
your blood a lot more than-you do. ·
If you are between 17 and 60
and in good health, you-can give
blood at:

BLWD
iWWJULU!iiHf(. I id(j

KING'S BUILDINGS UNION
Thursday, 16th November 1989
Friday, 17th November 1989
10.00 a.m.-4.00 p.m.
or at the

CHAPLAINCY CENTRE
Student Centre, Bristo Square
Tuesday, 21st, Wednesday 22nd and
Thursday, 23rd November 1989
10.00 a.m.-5.30 p.m.

Chair of ' death: Louisiana penitentiary.

He also stated that economic
sanctions against Romania will be
considered and discusSed in line
with other countries.
It is reported that China is
to break off ties with
Norway in protest against the allocation of the No bel Peace Prize to
the Dalai Lama - leader of the
resistance movement in Tibet.
After first refusing to comment,
the Chinese embassy in Norway
then issued a statement denying
reports that China made renewed
threats of economic sanctions if
Norway takes part in the Prizegiving ceremony in Oslo in
December.

~hreatening

.... 1 l

l

~
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O ctober, because there was no
evidence against them. IPC
defence lawyers , however, have
been
recei~ing
apparently
anonymous threats .
It is feared that the in.creased
• COLOMBIA
powers of detention,held by the
army , w.hich were introduced in
FOUR Colombian citizens , 1 August , . will e ncourage further
including a law student and . arrests and ill-treatment of prisonan adult literary teacher, ers without reason .

• Detention
• File

were publicly threatened
with re-arrest by a military • ZIMBABWE
commander last week.
TWO leaders of the StuThe four had previously been dents' Representative Coundetained last month when govern- cil of the University of Zimment soldiers burst into their
workplace, the Popular Training babwe were arrested on 4
Institute (IPC) irr Medellin. The October.
soldiers conducted a six hour
search without a search war_!'ant.
They were allegedly picked
abitrarily from the workers on
duty , and were detainetl for over a
month with charges of terrorist
activity . During detention, they
were reportedly held blindfold,
and the_three'men were subjected
to physical and psychological torture by.army personneL
The
military
commander
accused the detainees of "forming
part of a group of terrorists for the
Medellin cartel" (drug traffickers) . He also stated that the
military search had found
~eapons , ammunition and exploSives on the IPC premises. The
original report of the military
search , however, held no record
of these findings .

They were charged with issuing
a subversive document. This allegation stems from a statement
issued by the students criticising
the
government's
use
of
el]lergency powers and police to
disperse a student gathering.
Thirteen other students have
also been detained in incidents
related to the above arrests. It is
feared that all fifteen students will
be held as prisoners of conscience
if they are convicted of these
charges.

Also under arrest is the Secretary-General of the Zimbabwe
Congress of Trade Unions. He
was_charged with spying for South
~fnca.
However , there is
madeq_uate evidence to justify his
,detention ' and there have been
two rulings in the high court which
determined that his detention is
. The four were released on 11 · unlawful.

student
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Given this, it is surprising that
in a recent opinion poll , only one
infiverespondentsthoughtthattoo
· much was being done for the
refugees. The group of respondents who were most against help
being given to the refugees, was
the group whom one would have
thought most in favour: supporters of the far right Republican
Party.

Arriong the sections of the left
All refugees who arrive are paid there has been increasing criticism
a generous "integration subsidy" of the exodus based on the view
for one year, to help them settle that the refugees are very right
into West German society. As the . wing, and have only fled for mateemigrants have naturally paid no rial reasons. The "Communist
taxes to the West German state, League" has distributed leaflets
the cost is born by the taxpayer.
throughout West Germany saying
Additionally there is the prob- that there should be no public
lem of housing the newcomers. sympathy for those who came
There is a severe housing problem over because," the waiting lists fo~
in the federal Republic. Only a new ciu got on their nerves," or
12,000 council houses were built because they didn't like "the Jack
in the whole country last year, a of make-up ... and lack of holifraction of the number needed. day destinations."
To defuse possible criticisms from
This view is shared by a vocal
the voters, all the major parties
have agreed that refugees should minority in the mainstream left.
not be given preference in housing An executive member of the "Alallocation. However, this means ternative List" (AL) in West Berthat many refugees will be lin demanded that the criteria for
required to live in temporary other foreign asylum seekers
reception centres for the forsee- should be applied to the refugees
able future. These reception so that, "those who only wanted a
centres are financed by the tax- nicer car would no tonger be able
to come over."

In reply, two refugees wrote to
a West Berlin newspaper, noting
that they were "very pleased"
with the AL's plea to East Germans to remain, and their promise
to "rescue East Germany in a vigorous struggle". As a result they
were offering the AL "our
recently vacated place in East
Germany."
Understandably, most emigrants do have strong aversions to
communism. In an opinion poll,
60% said they supported the Conservative Christian Demcorats.
However, only 5%, said they supported the Republicans. Since this
is the same amount as in Germany
as a whole, the charge that the
refugees are overly nationalistic
appears groul)dless. Indeed, support for ttie greens was at 11%,
slightly higher than theW est German average . .
Those opposing the current
exodus are still only a minority.
One emigrant found that, "although a whole range of opinions
was evident, the attitude of 'they
are our compatriots and need our
help' predominated." The one
guarantee that this will remain so
in the forseeable future is the fact
that one in five West Germans are
themselves first or second generation refugees.

.

by Michael Barron

IT IS almost impossible to
keep up with the pace of
events here. In the last few
weeks, demonstrations and
open discussion have become
realities, part of the weekly
routine. On Mondays, a
dramatic
transformation
takes place. From around
4.00pm onwards the tension
starts to mount- a mixture of
expectation, excitement and
uneasiness.
On the 2nd and the 9th of
October,.the Volkspolizei were out
in force. Cars and lorries blocking
off streets. Since then however
police numbers have diminished
considerably. The state security
men, however, still mingle in the
crowd and supervise entry to the
student unions, to prevent wouldbe agitators from entering.
In general, the present unrest is
tolerated, if not approved , by the
government. The number of
demonstrators has risen dramatically in such a short space of time,
from 7,000 to around 250,000.
These people are committed to
the German Democratic Republic
and to socialism. "We're staying
here," they chant. They are not
"enemies of the state." They are
ordinary people - churchgoers,
workers, students, old married
couples, ali carrying candles
which echo the lighted candles
placed in the front windows in
small towns, the signs of a silent
protest.
The mood is optimistic. The

students clamour for discussion
and the tutors are prepared to
speak openly about the restric.tions and failings here. Declarations and demands are pinned up
daily on faculty notice boards and
what is most important, they are
signed.
Honecher's resignation gave
rise to hopes quickly extinguished
and replaced wit~ cynicism by the
appointment of Krenz. The prevailing attitudes towards him are
distrust or, the perhaps more cooperative stance of allowing him a
little time. did not Gorbachev tow
the party line in order to reach his
present position?
Inspired by the changes in
Poland, Hungary and the Soviet
Union, the people are slowly
·achieving their demands. The
party newspaper Neues Deutschland is changing its format. The
demonstrations
!ire
being
reported similarly, the need for
reforms concerning the media,
travel, protection of the environment and increased consumer
choice, has been acknowledged.
The actual implementation of
reforms, especially electoral ones,
will of course take much longer.
Until then, the radical Leipzig
of Monday evenings will continue
in its present state of complexity
and contradiction: newspapers
eagerly snatched up at 6.30am
every morning, the "Neues
Forum" meetings in the student
union, and the queues - in the
cafes,
restaurants,
shops,
everywhere.

A CAREER
ASAN
ACTUARY.

'•
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of babies being born underground.
Over 400 names have been collected of people unaccounted for
after joining SWAPO and there
are believed to have been over 1000
victims. These names have been
collected by the "Parents Organisation," a group of Namibian
parents who want to know the
truth about the fate of their sons
and daughters. the parents have
also issued a writ of habeus corpus in the Namibian courts against
SWAPO naming some of the victims in an attempt to discover
As these people, refugees from their fate. The case has not been
a bitter civil war, return to their resolved yet.
SWAPO are favourites to win
homeland and prepare for the first
demcoratic elections, a very diffe- the imminent elections and enjoy
rent picture of SWAPO has the support of not only the UN but
emerged. SWAPO have been most countries and such organisaaccused of imprisoning and tor- tions as the Church of Scotland
turing many of its supporters. and leading anti-apartheid groups
These Sl!pporters after going to and figures. If SWAPO do win the
Cuba or the USSR for ideological ' election, they are committed to
training, returned to fight against the establishment of a one party
the South African regime in state in Namibia. The possible
Namibia, only to be accused of consequences if this occurs, is that
being South African spies. They the Namibian people, denied
were stripped and beaten and the human rights under South African
only way to escape was to sign a occupation, will continue to be
confession. These prisoners were denied them under their internaheld in squalid pits, the women tionally recognised "representawere raped and there are reports tives".

THEY ARE black, they fight
apartheid, they are the
underdogs, they are therefore sacred and can do no
wrong. They are SWAPO
(South West Africa Peoples
Organisation). This is the
line of thought taken by the .
United Nations and most
Western, white "liberals".
The UN have called SWAPO
the "representatives of the
.
Namibian people".
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The influx of refugees into West Germany continues. Dirk Singer
reports.
IN WEST Germany, those
opposing the current exodus
of East-Germans usually cite
one of two reasons: That the
support of the emigrants is
costing the West German
taxpayer large amounts of
money, or that those coming
over are very nationalistic
and will become right wing
voting fodder.

thu~sday, november 9,

SWAPO denies torturing these
people and has produced a video
of the signed confessions in an
attempt to prove to the relatives
that these people were guilty of
the "crimes" with which they were
accused. The UN sent a team to
investigate the accusations and its
report has been given to the Secretary General and the UN representatives in Namibia, but its
full conclusions have not been disclosed. bnly selected pa_rts were
read to reporters, leading to the
UN of being accused of a cover-up
in order to save face.
A campaign has been launched
to try to raise the public's awareness of the state of affairs in N ambia and the consequences if
SWAPO, as·seems likely, wins the
forthcoming elections. The issue
has been followed closely in Qermany, the German Lutheran
Church has a strong presence in
Namibia. So far it has received
scant attention in the British
press, apart from an article in the
Independent on 26 October by
John Carling headlined "Supporting torture in the name of freedom" and an earlier article in The
Scotsman on 11 October by Fred
Bridgeland headlined "When
freedom turns to torture".

I
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William M. Mercer Fraser Limited is the
world's leading firm of Actuaries, Benefit
and Compensation Consultants, with
offices in over 20 countries worldwide,
employing over 600 members of staff.
Mercer Fraser has 16 autonomous
offices throughout the UK, employing
over 1,1 00 members of staff.
We can offer you the opportunity for
rapid career advance-ment in a'
demanding but rewarding environment.
If you are in your final year,
undertaking a science-numerate
subject, with good supporting 0 and
A-levels or Highers, and want to find
out more about the actuarial
profession and Mercer Fraser, then
please come to our presentation at ·
the George Hotel on 14th November
at 5.45 p.m.
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SKIING

COMMENT

opposition. Their marauding back
row consistently crossed the gain
line, sucking in the Welsh
defence. Their backs took the ball
at pace, ran straight and varied
their options, utilising the incisive
speed of Gallagher at full-back.
Their finishing was, as ever, clinical.
It is difficult to analyse where
Wales went wrong, so outplayed
were they in every department. In
some ways, it is a shame t'hat New
Zealand are playing Wales and
Ireland, rather than the Fijians'
opponents Scotland and England,
who formed the core of this summer's British Lions team. Somehow, I think the result would have
been much the same.
Perhaps the Barbarian selectors will opt for a borri-again
Lions side to play the Kiwis on
November 25, thus fitting the two
best rugby sides in the world (with
the exception of the Springboks) .
against each other. My money
would still be on the All Blacks,
though. ·
British rugby still has some way

the inaugural World Cup in
1987, the gulf between the
All Blacks and the rest of the
rugby world has narrowed.

The facts tell us otherwise.
Despite being hampered by
injuries to such key players as
John Kirwan, Michael Jones and
Alan Whetton, the Kiwis have
won every game in Wales, often
with sides containing only half of
their Test players. For a small
country, thier ability to find
strength in-depth is astonishing.
The .culmination of their tour so
far was the international against
Wales on Saturday, when they
silenced their critics with an awesome display of powerful, driving
rugby. It was a record-breaking
day for the New Zealanders, who
have now ·gone 40 games, includTHERE HAS been 'wide- ing 18 tests, without defeat.
They are not superhuman,
spread talk about the fallibilhowever: Their style is simpleity of the touring New Zeato perform the basics at speed.
land side. Several Welsh club·
Their athletic front line played
captains have talked a good with drive and elan' going forward
game in pre-match inter- in an attacking wedge, employing
views, suggesting that since the rolling maul to confuse the

Mike Nash assesses
the strengths of the
. All Blacks' rugby
·. and sees little hope
of their dethronement in the near
future.

to go in its ·desire to attain New
Zealand · levels of excellence
before the next World Cup in
October 1991. It is natural to emulate the finest exponents of the
modern game as Jacques
Fouroux,
the
controversial
French coach, has so openly (if
misguidedly) done.
The trouble is that the All
Blacks are . still improving their
game: they are always one step
ahead. We must learn to make
first-time tackles count. Our
teams must play more like a cohe- .
· sive unit, with forwards handling
and supporting the backs, and
backs rucking and mauling like
forwards. We must achieve the
same levels of fitness and nurture
an overriding belief in ourselves
and a will to win . Our kicking
must become tactical rather than
merely speculative.
Above all, we must learn to
take our chances consistently, to
turn pressure and hard-won possession into points. Only then will
we be capable of dethroning the
K.twi kings.

THE EVENT, run and
organised by·Edinburgh University, was held at BearSden
ski slope, in Glasgow, on the
4th November.
16 teams from 7 unviersities took
part. In the individual competition, 62 men and 28 women competed.
Even the advantage of being
able to organise the draw for both
competitions was not enough to
help the Edinburgh University
teams, the current British champions, who could do no better than a
third place in the individual male
competition.
Results:
Male Individual
1. vincent Gray (Strathclyde)
2. Fraser l\1cleod (Strathclyde)
3. Gareth Rudd (Edinburgh)
Female Individual
I. E. Watson (Strathclyde)
2. S. Morris (Glasgow)
3. Clare Drysdale (Aberdeen)
Team Event
1. Strathclyde 'A'
2. Glasgow 'A'
3. Strathclyde 'B'

Nothing special at Alloa
mitment exhibited during this
game, particularly in the _pack,
.---------------------------------- which, although outweighed in
BOUNCING back from the scrum and fighting a losing
quite possibly the . worst battle in the line-outs, managed to
-.result in the histor-y of win a reasonable supply of ball for
EURFC, a midweek defeat the backs.
to lowly Heriot-Watt, the - The backs kept it very tight,
University 1st XV recorded playing sensibly under the cirbut on the occasions
their first win in National cumstances,
they tried to execute moves, were
Leqgue Division 4 this year. lying too flat and consequently

' RUGBY

EURFC9
Heriot-Watt 12

Alloa 11
EURFC 15

caught by the Alloa centres.
In wet conditions at Alloa, vicIndeed , it was froin one such
tory was eked out through guts
and determination rather than • situation that the University's
any style. Compared with last only try resulted, as JJ Wilson
year's 45-0 demolition of the same carved his way through to the line
side, champagne rugby was, to say following an unsuccessful muss
move.
the least, subdued.
Nevertheless, a win was very
welcome and represents a platform that can and must be built
on. There was considerable corn-

The remainder of the University's points were scored by full
back Ted Linehan who kicked a
conversion and three penalties.
Edinburgh's J.J. Wilson prepares·to pass during the 1st XV defeat by
Neil Thaden ' Heriot-Watt at Peffermilllast Wednesday.
·

Photo: Hugh Pinney

Hopes still high

mmDDBB
Treasurers of Societies are welcome to attend the
Treasurer's Training that will take place on Wednesday, the 15th .of November,. in the Sinclair
Room of the Pleasance at 1.30 p.m.
The General Meeting of the Societies Council will
take place on Wednesdsay, the 15th of
November, in the Highland Room of the societies
Centre at the Pleasance at 7 p.m.

All societies are required to r:e-register by the
ninth week of the first term, if they have not
already done so.

,

The Societies Executive

' ·
Wyatt scored t_he
goal and added the third
ANY relegation worries openmg
tO\yards the . end of the match.
were calmed with an empha-• while, secon~ e~?oed, Geoff
tic win over Whitecraigs .and Hurst s notonous _goal m the
a more fortunate win against: · 19~6, W?rld Cup Fmal as Steve ·
Uddingston.
- - Retd s flic~ (from a rare pass from
Both teams were placed on Wyatt) h1t the crossbar and
equal points with the University bounced down onto the goal-line,
so, in effect, each game was "a fortunately while defenders and
four pointer", as coach Mike Yel- attackers alike gazed on, philip
MacCallum pounced to force
lowlees ap!lY ~u.t it.
home his first National League
goal.
·EUMHC 1st XI 3
~t P~ffermill on Sunday the Whitecraigs 0
Umverstty beat Uddingston 2-1 in
In Glasgow on Saturday the - a scrappy a~d at times, tedious
1
University outclassed Whitecraigs mat~h. ~gam Wya_u put the Uniand .really the scoreline does not verstty m front midway through
, reveal the difference in tempera- the second half, but Uddingston
ment and skill between the two eq~al!sed five minutes alter after

MENS HOCKEY

'------------------------------------------------------___J .

teams.

A~drew

poor clearing by the defence.
The University rallied and
Wyatt scored the winner at a penalty corner with only two minutes
left to play. Neil Hanley's move to
sweeper added stability to the
defence- at the cost of his skills
in midfield - and consequently
the University held on to their
lead.
·

EUMHC 1st XI 2
Uddingston 1
With half the season now gone .
the
University's
promotion
h~pes, faint a few weeks back, qm '
stil~ be realised if they keep up
therr present form . But I think
that's been said before.
Sniffer Clarke
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World silver for sailors
Edinburgh University sailors returned
from St. Tropez this weekend after an
outstan~ii}g performance, again
e!Dp-!JasJSl!lg how much sporting potential there 1s at the University.
The successful team members were:
Skipper Richard Y~mm. Coach Murray
Adams. Crew Andrew Fairlie, Gordon
Taylor, John MacKenzie, Hugh Grierson, Sarah Jeffcote, ·Lucy Robinson
.
'
Tracie LovegrovJ. .
Nonetheless they were the only

_S_A_IL_I_N_G
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . crew to beat the Swedes, sailing

EDI

NBURGH University
Sailing Cluq, representing
Scotland, sailed a solid 5-race
series to secure 2nd place
overall in the World Student
Sailing Championhips.
Sxiteen teams competed in
chartered 37 foot Jeanneau Selections, in varied conditions off
Lavandou near St. Tropez in the
south of France.
The heavily sponsored Swedish
team dominated the sailing using
brand new Elvestrom sails.
A strong Irish team also using
their own sails, proved unable to
find the top placings consistently.

ATHLETICS

THE ATHLETICS Club's
first outing of the 1989-90
season, and its only event in
the first term , took place at
the Kelvin Hall.

SPORT IN BRIEF

Granite glory

There was an encouraging turn
out, and the new talent on show FOOTBALL
certainly suggests EUAC , will
once again be a force to be WEDNESDAY last meant a
reckoned with on both sides of long haul northwards for the
Hadrian's Wall.
Uni lads for a crucial match in
Mark A vis , in his first year, and the old Granite City of Abera former junior internationalist
showed that there is an immediate deen.
replacement for the departed
A! an Doris with a time of 7 .45s in Aberdeen Uni 1st XI 1
the 60m .
Edin Uni 1st XI 2
Also the l9ss of Tom Blackie to
America will be softened by the .
presence of John Berry, Charles
With temperatures plummeting
White house and Ewen Kelly , who to their usual sub-zero level , the
all finished in the top half-dozen pre-match warm-up was a long
and arduous task made necessary
performances over 800m.
Once Great Britain junior - firstly by the three-hour bus jourinternationalist Emma Lindsay ney and secondly by the toughest
regains fitness her ability as a hep- training session of the season the
tathlete will ensure that there is no previous Monday, punishment for
lack of talent in the women's team a lacklustre first team perforeither.
_
.
mance on Saturday.
With a hectic indoor season planned for second term, hop~fully
The game itself was not a pretty
the performances will come.
sight, with even the boyish good

looks of Dickson failing to make
an impression . Aberdeen scored
first - a 40 yard drive which left
keeper Love with no chance at all.
This inspired some sort of comeback on our behalf and although
still looking untidy the first's passing' game gradually became more
effective.
1 ne e{JUallser was the result of a
good move down the right from
the 1ohnston(e) twins which culminated in David, the smaller and
better looking of the two , getting
it to the line to cut the ball back .
The ever-present statuesque
figure of Findlay was there to
hammer the ball first time into the
net.
Continued Burgh pressure led
•to Chambers gaining possession
inside the Dons box, with his
usual consumate ease he turned
his inferior rriarker to slot the ball
home for the winner - what a
guy!
Kev Cumiskey

THIS WEEK'S RESULTS
Men's Hockey
1st Xlv.W.hitecraigs (h)'3-0 W
1st XI v. Uddingston (h) t-OW
2nd XI v. Inverleigh (h) 1-0 W
5th XI v. Inverleith (h) 1-0 W
Women's Hockey
1st XI v/ St Andrews (a) 1-1 W
·1st XI v. Whitehill (h) 0-0 D
3rd XI v. Penicuik (h) 0-1 L
3rd XI v. G. Heriots (h) 0-0 D
1st XI Winners SUSF Tournament

Shinty
1st XI v. Kintyre (h) 4-2 W
· Volleyball
Men v. Heriot-Watt (h) 3-L W
Ladies v. Moray House dumfers
(h) 3-0 w
Football
-1st XI v. Annan 0-1 L
1st XI v. Aberdeen Uni 2-1 W
2nd XI v. Meadow Thistle 2-1 W
2nd XI v. Aberdeen Uni 1-1 D
3rd XI v. Hewlett Packard 0-5 L

Badminton
Mixed 1st v. Romans 3-3 D
Mixed 2nd v. KBM 4-2 W
Men's Rugby
1st XV v. Alloa (a) 15-11 W
2nd XV v. Biggar 11 (h) 11-15 L
3rd XV v. Mussel burgh II (a) 0-~4
Freshers v. Edin. Wanderers
U.21 (h) 15-17 L
Vandals v. Ayr Spiders (h) 6-12 L
Women's Rugby
1st XV v. St Andrews (h) 4-4 D
2nd XV v. St Andrews (h) 12-4 W
•
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superbly in the second Olympic
triangle race.
The Scots needed a 3rd position
in the final race to make sure of
2nd overall. Despite hoisting the ·
spinnaker upside-down on the
first off-wind leg; they fought off
strong challenges from the USA ,
Australia and france to clinch the
result.
Overall Placings: 1st Sweden) (( 1, 2, 1, 1) 0 points
2n? Scotland (2, 3, 2, 4, 3) 17.4
pomts
3rd Ireland (S , DSQ, 1, 3, 2) 18.7
·
points
4th Portugal
5th Italy

FOOTBALL

TRAMPOLINE CLUB

VENTURING northward ON SUNDAY 5th November,
EUTC crawled out of bed at an
towards the granite jewel of unearthly
hour to compete in the
Scotland's north-east, the Scottish University Winter Com2nd XI1 men confronted the petition hosted by Aberdeen Unikings of the Highlands, bet- -versity. This effort proved to be
worthwhile as three medals were
ter
known as Aberdeen.
.
won and eight members chosen for
Edin Uni 2nd XI 1
the Scottish University squad.
David Murphy took gold medal
Aberdeen 2nd XI 1
position in the Advanced Mens
Aberdeen dominated through- with Phil Neal in 6th. In the
out, with McBride successfully Advanced
Shona
Ladies
fouling up any decent chances for McDonald took the bronze medal,
the Burgh to score. It nee.ded pure Carole Shanks came 5th, Yani
genius which was supplied in the Najman 6th, Lindsay Fergmon
shape of Murphy. Scoring from a lOth & Isabel Fleck 12th. This
52-yard dead-ball situation he result gave Edinburgh Ladies A
brought joy to a rather jet-lagged team 2nd position. Lindsay Ferguteam : Cameron let the equaliser son, Carole Shanks, Yani Najin, in the dying seconds.
man, Shona McDonald, Murray
I
Laing, David Murphy, Lorna
INTRA-MURAL
. Moore and Phil Neale were subVOLLEYBALL
sequently chosen for the Scottish
Unviersity squad.
THE Intra-Mural Volleyball
Yani NajmanTournament at the weekend
despite not being inundated WO MENS HOCKEY
with teams was a great success.

EUWHC 1st} I 0

The names of some of the teams
- The Pleasure Boys, The Gay Whitehill 0
Rights Team, a Geophysics team ,
Fred's Team and Team Kylie DESPITE having possession for
show what a diverse meeting it much of the match, the Uni failed
was but everyone seemed to enjoy . to score. The extent of the team's
it from the complete novice to 6' dominance was such that goalkeeper Joyce MacCammon failed
5" German superstars.
Each team played a handful of to touch the ball. However follow,.
matches and Team'Fred were vic- ing recent poor league results the
torious winning the ' bubbly ' for team should build on this result in
the weeks to come.
· '
first prize.
I

...
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Kintyre left to
ntull over defeat
SHINTY
EDINBURGH
University
Shinty Club broke a yearlong tradition on Saturday,
by actually winning a game of
National League shinty.
A squad of seventeen (itself a
record!) assembled to do battle,
and a magnificent team spirit
undoubtedly played a major role
in this win, although any contribution made by the spirit of Dougie
Ross wasn't evident!

Edin Uni4
Kintyre 2
Uni got off to a dream start,
when, within a minute, Randy
Korach gathered a long ball from
midfield and trickled a slow-slow
daisy-cutter over the ·line, the
keeper being mesmerized by the
lack of speed of the ball.
The home defence enjoyed the
luxury of spectating for long
periods, while the forwards and
midfield played amongst themselves stanc•-in skipper Davie Rus. sell and Simon Longstaff bombarded the Kintyre goal before
Goosie put away another chance.
Edinburgh then allowed themselves to be drawn into the
scrappy. game played by their
opponents. More than once the
defence cleared unconvincingly
although they never looked like

student
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conceding a goal.
Kintyre, with an obvious advanAt the other end, a Kintyre tage scored twice, but squandered
clearance bounced favourably and a penalty attempt, before the Uni
Goose extended the lead from made the game safe with a sweepforty yards. Then, with debut ing move.
keeper Dave MiUs beaten, Victor · Simon Longstaff carred the ball
Clements cleared off the line to twenty yards, deep into the Kinensure us a comfortable half-time tyre defence, before finding Randy
lead.
wide on the right. His centre was.
The second half proved more fired home by Tim Page for a magdifficul~, as we faced a blinding magnificent score.
sun, and a 45 minute spot-theball game developed.
Victor Clements.

LADIES RUGBY
THE SCOTTISH Universitie~
·w omen's
League
became reality on Sunday
·when · the Ladies Fir~t XV
played St Andrews at Peffermill.
Edinburgh started well and
were rewarded within 10 minutes
with a try by Captain Kim
Littlejohn.

dence throughout the match, as
they continually looped round
and gained ground , as a result of
impressive kicks from stand-off
Sophie Pet~rson who unfortunately came off with 10 minutes
to play.
..
The score is not reflective of the
efforts of the 1st XV, although the
Second XV well deserved their
win . The determination of the
team was reflected in l;>otl} the
rucking and mauling of the forwards and the quick passing of the'

1st XV Edin Uni 4
StAndrews 4

2nd XV Edin Uni
St Andrews·4

The forwards were winning the
majority of scrummages and also
gaining ground . through driving
foward whilst the locks dominated
the lineouts.
The backs support was ·in -evi-

backs. The supporters were
impressed by the standard of both
teams, but especially that of the
second team, the majority of
whom had only played once
before.

1~

against Gary Brown (a track internationalist)
and sure enough
HARE AND HOUNDS
when Willm Ramsbottom took
THIS Saturday the Hare and over for the 3rd leg Stirling had a
Hounds travelled to Bailies- · healthy lead.
Ramsbottom could make little
ton to take part in the Allan
impression
on the Stirling lead
Scally Memorial Relays, with
by a storming run
and
was
passed
.the SUSF road relay title ·
from Glasgow's McBeth .
going .to the first Uni team
Little changed on the final leg
home. This was the first real with Stirling taking the SUSF title
test of this year's team. comfortably from Glasgow with;
Unfortunately the Haries Robin Sutherland closing out the
failed the test and lost the Haries quartet in 3rd.
To make matters worse it was
title for the first time in four
later
discovered that Hugh '
years to a high quality Stirling
Nicholson's decision to drop him-,
quartet.
self cost abou't 2 minutes as he ran
On the first leg, Ian Harkness a tremendous first leg for the B
came in 2nd out of the 140 teams team and that James Jarvis' run
completely terrifying 2nd leg man for
the B team was also worthy of
Jim Garland making his Haries an A t~am spot!
'
debut.
The 1 minute lead over Stirling
Modestlan
was never going to be enough

CAREER IN
B.ANKING
Shearson Lehman Hutton is a major global investment bank, and one of
.the most active international houses in London.
Each year we have a number of vacancies for outstanding graduates.men and women with the energy and ambition to help us continue our
remarkable g~owth of recent years.
You can find out more about a career with Shearson Lehman Hutton at
a presentation on Wednesday 15th November, 7.00 p.m. at the
Caledonian Hotel, Princes Street, Edinburgh.

SHF.ARsoN
HUI10N . ·
An American Express company

.
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JULIAN LLOYD
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10,000 MANIACS/
THE INDIGO GIRLS
Usher Hall
THE Indigo Girls, two
guitar-strumming American
lasses, are opposites. One is
clean and wholesome, a college kid or a Judd, immaculate on her strings. The other
is ripped jeans and waistcoat,
br:assier
and
probably
sweatier. Yet opposites, as
they say, attract, and so it is
that the Girls' vocals · and
guitars and vibrations melt
together
inseparably.
They're pleased to be in Scotland (of course), they're
forever note-perfect, the
crowd loves it, and pleasantness is the more and excitement is only-hinted at.
If ever a band looked less like a
band then 10,000 Maniacs are that
band. Robert Buick is an accountant called Norman who stil(lives
with his parents, even though he's
pushing 35. Natalie Merchant, ~s
everyone knows, is a prim schoolmistress or librarian .
But only some of the time. With
a toss of the head and skip across

IAN McCULLOCH
Glasgow Barrowlands

Photo: Donald Walker

William Reid

· THE JESUS AND
· MARYCHAIN
Glasgow Barrowlands
RIDER, Who Do You Love,
Everything's Alright When
You're Down and Nine Million ~ainy Days. Hardly the
most obvious of songs from
their past to play but these Bsides and less ·well-known
album tracks formed the
backbone
of
the
set
supplemented only by three
singles (Some Candy Talking, _April
Skies
and

Sidewalking). The Mary
Chain always promised to do
things their own way and the
set list is just one of the many
ways they do so.
With a giant white star flashing
"JESUS", "TRIP", "TRASH"
and "JUNK" above their heads,
. this was the Mary Chain at their
most rehearsed. The chaos of
their last Glasgow show simply a
memory.
The absence of crack-spiked
drinks mea,nt · Jim only left the
stage when the songs were over. If
all this sounds boring and safe,
· then you'd be wrong; the execution may be perfected but the

sound is far from polished. A trio
of Psychocandy songs (The H"lrdest Walk, The Living End and
Taste The Floor) retained all their
raw energy ~hile the likes of Head
On af!d Gtmme Hell probably
eclipsed them by virtue of tbeir
relatJVe unfamiliarity.
As usual there were no concessions to the audience; rio "Thank
you Glasgow, you're the best
audience in the world". In fact,
the only indication the band
_,enjoyed . themselves was Jim's
11rief wave as he left the stage.' No
one could really have asked for
more.
James Haliburton

THERE was a lot to prove.
The Bunnymen's last and
eponymous album was as
good as anything they had
previously recorded and the
live shows were equally as
brilliant. Along came the
·single Proud To Fall to dismiss any fears that Ian
McCulloch on his own would
. be '3n ~mbarrassment to The
Bunnymen memory. The
·
.
album, Candleland, q~1ckly
followe<_l _ and re-established •
McCulloch as,the talent that
had made The Bunnymen so
. special.
Enlisting The Prodigal Sons,
the typical claim was to be the .
greatest rock and roll band. Well, !
of course, they weren't but with ·
disrespectful versions of Rescue
and The Killing Moon The Bunnymen ghost was finally laid to

the stage she's something -more
mysterious. Similarly the Maniacs' songs. The tunes seem allMaddox - Table, Hey Jack
Kerouac, Happy Puppet innocuous and gay. Listen ,
though, to the lyrics, and the
depth in there: illiteracy, childbeating, poverty, racial hatred ,
global domination. The Maniacs
are brilliant because the causes
and issues are delivered plausibly,
not plastic attempts at right-onness.
A blinding track from the
Human Conflict mini-album is
seething subterranean menace,
banshee guitars, epileptic lights,
epileptic Natalie. Everybody in
the audience strains to let go and .
only do so when Natalie the bashful one lets them. Natalie the
singer never falters. Natalie the
human in conflict is just perfect , ·
and 10,000 Maniacs the band are
indulging us all.
It ends as she sits herself down
at the pinao, tinkers about a bit,
then floats into Verdi Cries. Next
to me a young boy's testicles drop ·
with a moist splish. Metaphorically speaking. She trips off stage,
we traipse off home. It was some
trip.
Craig McLean

_rest. Retaining all his charisma
and genuine humbleness , McCulloch was undoubtedly back.
It would have been easy to slot
in a Bunnymen track at every ·
opportunity but at the end of the
day it was far, more exciting to
transform the gentleness of the
Candleland songs giving them a
live feel. This, together with a
handful of new songs (Toad, Fear
Of The Known, Rocket Ship and
Damnation) showed the rockier
direction the sound might take
and the promise of McCulloch in
the nineties. With the intro to the
new single, Faith and Healing,
more reminiscent of Dead or
Alive~s You Spin Me Round than
anything by The Doors, the gig
was an emotional and uplifting
reaffirmation of McCulloch's
songwriting talent.
Ending with an inspired cover
of New Order's Ceremony, it was .
a successful and jubilant event not .
even marred by the pathetic comments of some: "that new
guitarist, he's not a patch on
Will." Who cares?
James Haliburton
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something exquisite.•.

EVENING DRESS

HIRE!
If you've got the
function,
we've got
the dress
Exclusive
Designer
Ballgowns and
Cocktail Dresses
(sizes 10 to 18)
·
from£30
per hire

You've
No Reason
For Not Going
To The Ball!

C"Be'

lVI_

_~J{.

SHOP

SILKS; SATINS AND COTTON FOR BALLGOWNS
ALL IN STOCK AT VERY REASONABLE PRICES

24 Craighall Road
Edinburgh
EH65SA
Tel: 552 8818

®

\<lee

431
Queensrerry Rd .
Edlaburgb
Parklag AvaOable : __l1..l!!1!
For Appolnbneat

Ttl 031-336 5972

THE CLOTH

Opening Hours:
Monday Closed
Tuesday-Saturday 9.30 am-5 pm
'I'hursday 9.30 am-8 pm

o cleaners
_

10 ST MARY'S STREET
EDINBURGH EH11SU
Tel: 031-5564337

· dry cleaning
woollens
curtains
blankets
agents for
repairs and
alterations
carpet cleaning
machine hire

COLLECTION AND DELIVERY BY ARRANGEMENT

student

. With the season of festivities fast
approaching, an incredible
amount of formal occasions take
pla.,.ce around the University.
These events are no more than
an excuse to put on the glitz for
an evening -· but here many a
student's difficulties begin.
For a typical grant it is a problem to purchase even the simplest
of outfits; certainly nothing with
the style and sophistication
necessary for a Ball. So welcome
the solution ... evening wear
hire.
For the men, the selection has
always been comprehensive,
with shops like Austin Reed and
Dormie stocking dinnersuits
galore.
Ori the other hand, however,

student----------~~------~~------~~~~----------------~t~hu~r~sd~a~y~,n~o~v~em~b~er~9~,~19~8~9~13
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hire forever conjures
P Xmas-tree-fairy pictures
lurex and lame - a real nightrather than the dress of
dreams.
Instead of ridiculously frou. frocks, shops like Flamingo,
burgh's biggest and best
lished, now go, go, go for
ur. Sumptuous fabrics,
vagant detail, a wealth of
s; could Cinderella want
?

BALLGOWN
AND
COCKTAIL DRESS
HIRE
HATS&
ACCESSORIES
25% STUpENT
DISCOUNT .
FOR PRESIDENTS'
BALL '

J

you can go to the ball . ... all
gowns from Flamingo
Dundas St.
'
~ire from £36-£60 for 2 nights.
ho~ographer Tiddy
Styhst A vril
Models Sam, Jaci, Paul.

3 DUNDAS STREET
EDINBURGH
EH3 6QG
Tel: 031-226 3669
.

, TOPHAT
MEN'S WEAR HIRE
13 BRIGHTON PLACE
EDINBURGH EH151LH
Tel: 031-6571340

TOP DRAWER
WOMEN'S HIRE
46 PORTOBELLO HIGH STREET
EDINBURGH EH151DA
Tel: 031-657 3828

10% Student Discount if this
advert is produced.
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Guy Chadwick

HOUSE OF LOVE
Calton Studios
ONCE again, following on
. from Christine, Destroy The
Heart and music press stardom, the House of Love have
reached
another
peak.
Unfortunately this was only
the heady heights of mediocrity. To an innocent bystander they could have passed
for a fair support group, leaving you wondering where the
main act was as it was well
past bedtime.
Guy and friends came on to an
already sweating, packed audience to announce "It's hot, isn't
it?". That we already knew and so
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• • • • • • • • • • • • ·beards. But as soon as The
THE RIVER DETECTIVES . fHE FOUR BROTHERS
Brothers hit the stage, bedecked
in shirts the like of which have not Queen's HaU
As~embly Rooms
been seen this side of the last
NOT as popular in their World Darts Championship, the
native Zimbabwe as the great one thing that everybody did have
FIVE weeks on the road the fhomas Mapfumo, nor as in common was that they were
boys· kept reminding us, widely known here in Britain dancing- never have I seen such
almost as if we were meant to as ' The Bhundu Boys, The a large proportion of an audience
on their feet. Such is the warmth
applaud. This being the last
Four
Brothers
have
nonetheand power of the music.
night of the tour, the two
less
built
up
a
big
enough
Tonight we were given janglMotherwell brothers told us
reputation to draw a healthy ing, singing, ringing guitars, laid
to expect strange goings-on
sized crowd to the impressive back crooning from drummer
in the Queen's Hall, yet Frisurroundings of the Assem- Marshall Munhumumwe, and the
day night threatened to turn bly Rooms.
_ occasional treat of a burst of syninto little more than a
And what a diverse audience it chronised dancing, Status Quo
methodical plod through the was. Young children, old women , style, from the guitarists. With
Saturday
Night
Sunday neo-hippies, a Burton's suit or music this wonderfully danceable,
Morning set as the evening two, a handful of Goth~ . even, you wonder who ever thought of
wore on, with not a risk or a and, not surprisingly, a batallion inventing discos.
John Tuson
bum note in sight. Too of chunky-knit sweaters and
straight, too predictable, too
Gift acapella.
much of what I'd h9ped
Which reminds me: what of
FINE YOUNG CANNIBALS
would be avoided.
Fine Young Cannibals?
Las
Well, Roland's a star isn't he?
An audience , swelled by Glasgow Barrowlands
A trouper. He gyrates in that
Freshers' Week leftovers who'd
peculiarly self-loving way, picking
been too pissed to remember if I CONFESS: I'm here to see out those lucky individuals in the
the band was really any good that the Las (who are from Liver- crowd who'll gaze longingly into
night at Teviot Row, was treated pool as -we are so emphati- his eyes as he croons to them. This
to a very competent but sadly cally reminded on their entr- . is showbiz. The set is slick, all the
uninspiring display as the clinical
ance) and my friend has come hits are there including a few they
execution of each song threatened
wrote themselves, and they're
to stifle the very creativity that to worship The ·Mint Juleps punctuated by those extended
(backing
singers
tonight),
so
caused them.
brass solos that audiences just
Fine Young Cannibals have luurve. There's a collective
The evening's acoustic opening two less fans than they think.
whoop_of delight as they strike up
soon gave way to the onslaught of
As it turns out the Las come on, She Drives Me Crazy, their rocky
a full scale band, probably a well are jangly for half an hour, play American chart-topping dance
intentioned attempt to avoid the There She Goes, which nobody thang, as their parting shot. This is
"Proclaimers" tag, but in effect
recognises but everybody loves, definitely showbiz.
creating only marginally more and then go off again; unremarkaJust think: four years ago they
interest than a backing tape would ble. The Mint Juleps don't get a were wearing cardigans.
have, other than a burning desire fair crack of the whip until the
to sever the bassist's head with his encore, when they back Roland
guitar. The material is undoub•
f'hoto : Scott McFarlane tedly worth¥ of attention, but it i~
also worthy of a better fate than . - - - - - - - the production-line performance
The
River Detectives delivered
it was with the set. All the old
tonight.
songs, the same old tunes and
lyrics with the live sound adding
nothing more than some teethSurprisingly enough, the evengrinding feedback. Some new ing.did witness a climax , courtesy
songs wer.{! good - giving some , of the gloriously catchy Chains.
hope to the new album - buf in Just when I expe~ted an identikit
all t~e House of Love failed to version of the single to be churned
captivate the audience, even with out, The River Detectives shot me ·
the classics t~rown in straight down . in flames with a daring
away, and contmued to play to the exhibition of modification and
crowd rather than with them.
variation. Chains displayed everyOnly towards the end was there thing the band could and should
a glimmer of the "NME- House be, and although an encore
of Love ~an do no wrong" days brought another surprise in the
and the smgle encore seemed to shape of AC/DC's If Y mi want
suggest. that they had all had Blood, it provided the _night's
.adrenalm. shots while briefly off obvious highlight. And if anyone
s_tage. ThiS late surge, though- really did want blood , they were
~1ke Lawson's admirers - came
wasting their time here.
JUSt too late.
Donald Walker
Martin Willis
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At last Edinburgh is to have a
decent sized live venue to encourage ?an-ds to play in Edinburgh,
not JUSt Glasgow, Dundee and
,Aberdeen.
On
Monday
November the 20th Network
open.s its doors to the public for a
gig by Goodbye Mr MacKenzie,
Edinburgh's most successful band
for as long as anyone cares to
remember. The following night
brings Michelle Shocked then two
days later it's the turn of the (still)
wonderful Deborah Harry. To
celebrate this major event, thanks
to Regular Music, the music pages
can offer five pairs of tiCkets for
the nearly sold-out MacKenzie's
show . Just answer the following
question and have your answers to
the Student offices by 2 pm on Monday 13th.
Name Goodbye Mr MacKenzie's
debut album released earlier this
year.

WITH much critical acclaim
already, The Shamen have ·
shown a startling progression
during their 3-4 year recording career. Beginning on
strictly rock terms The Shamen were the best of the
psychadelic revivalists with
their psuedo sixth form
lyrics, cropped hair, pop
struct~res, and black clothing
to gmde them. Since then
they have followed
a~
intensely original road los.
'
mg a few band members in
the process, while their competitors have remained static. On their last tour they
wore eye-catching fluorescent T -~hirts to front a mainly
synthesised
set
evolving
strongly around dance music
insp~ed by Acid, sho~ering

the black Venue crowd with
bright green liquid in the pro1
cess.
It would seem that the curiosity
factor alone of an act whose past
performances have included porn
material showing on a massive
screen, would be enough to
attract interest. Reports ·of what
t~is ~o.ur involves including ropp~ng m l?c~l DJs and having go-go
girls stnppmg to the music. This
signals that the transition to'dance
music is utterly complete and that
what is on offer-is more of a club
atmosphere than what may be
expected of the traditional "gig".
The Shamen will be previewing
material for their new album due
out in the New Year and they
~hou1d ?e well worth checking out
If you hke a bit of a boogie and
don't mind some sex thrown in as
well. All pulsating perverts to Calton Studios on November 12th.
Neil Finnie
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. vinyl
THE HECTIC BROTHERS
TrafkEP Hectic Music
/

DESPITE a dubious press release
that talks of "Thrashing romantiC
anarchic spiel" , the EP starts
promisingly enough. Armaggedon Sunset partners a hip hopish
bongo drum beat with frantic
vocals that usher in the guitars.
The tightest and best of the four
songs.
Comparisons with The Clash
are unavoidable from the recorq
cover to the other three tracks. J
All sounded much of a muchness
at first but endeared themselves
to me slightly more at a later
listening.
The Hectic Brothers have
obviously got something to say
ahd have enough ambition to try
and Jet the rest of us hear it. The
EP being on their own Javel.
Maybe not quite "a noise that
hints of ancient spells," but good
luck to them anyway.
.
Jill Franklin

GREEN ON RED
This Time Around
China Records LP
· DISTURBING reports preceded the arrival of this album. Word had it
that having entered the studio without a song to their name, Green On
Red had managed to create something of a turkey to follow up the
triumphant Here Come The Snakes, released earlier this year. Don't .
· believe a word of it. This Time Around is a truly wonderful record, to
be cherished, savoured and cuddled tightly to your breast.
Admittedly there are a couple of numbers on the album which are a
tad on the uninspired side, but with songs as unreservedly brilliant as
Good Patient Woman and You Couldn't Get Arrested If You Tried, it
would be greedy to complain. These two see Green On E.ed doing what
they do best- pointing bleak images of the born loser against the
backdrop of a-sparktmgiy mournful tune. Good Patient Woman, the
pinnacle of the album, is a tragic narrative: with the bailiffs calling for
the narrator's car, he bemoans his collapsed, childl~ss marriage , clean
his gun and implores "Baby don't miss me/1 was no good for you
anyhow". If Michael Stipe had ever come up with anything this
magnificent, maybe REM would deserve the praise heaped so liberally .·
upon their head~. It's not all gloom and despondency though- the
growling title track thumps out the sort of noise that Mick Jagger can
only dream about producing these days.
This Time Around proves, if proof was needed, that Green On Red
have vaulted over The Waterboys in the race to be the most important
and very wonderful band in the whole world ... the most important
American contribution to world culture since Gone With The Wind .
·
John

Green On Red

WETWETWET
Holding Back The River
Phonogram
NOW, I love smooth vocal pop as
. much as the next person, but
there's a fine line between smooth
vocal pop and smooth vocal
technocrap. Wet Wet Wet's
Holding Back The River stands
with one foot firmly on their side
of that line. This is an album that
would be as at home on the turntable of an earnest pre-teen as on

FURNITURE
Slow Motion Kisses
Arista 12"
IT SEEMS that the virtually
mystic cult status attained by
Furniture in the aftermath of
their 1986 success has gone to
their heads. Because hoardes od
devotees have drooled over "The
Wrong People" embracing the
bleak wordly mood almost to "A
Walk Across The Rooftops"
level, Furniture obviously assume
they can produce a full two
minutes of build up dominated by
a bass going "dum di dum".before
they even begin to show~r their

the CD player of a self~con
sciously hip yuppie, but it doesn't
really have a place anywhere in
between.
Side Une is pure synthcrap.
The political correctness of Can't
Stand The Night is embarrassing,
but will impress the hip yuppie,
and Blue for You is so oddly
mixed it's downright confusing.
Side Two is the stronger one with
sharper harmonies and some
biting horns. Too often, though
the west start out with a good idea
and ruin it by dragging it out too

THIS Edinburgh band's sleeve
gives a production credit to one
Jamie Watson, but frankly I don't
believe it was produced at all.
In keeping with the best
traditions of Black Flag, this
sounds like it was recorded in
someone's underpants. The
similarity doesn't end there either
-the rhythm section is only
marginally tighter than Marc
· Almond's botty, and the "tune"
consists of random discards,
. topped with inept atonal guitar
wank:
I really don't enjoy slagging off
local bands, and to be fair there
are a few points where there
seems to be some measure of
thought involved in the
proceedings, when the discotds
gel into a veritable beast of a riff.
But it's painfully obvious that the
Varries have rushed headlong
into the studio long before time.
Just to end on a cheery note,
the singer's crap too. he's got zero
imagination and a voice which
reeks less of raw talent than of
sewage. Try again, lads , but not
too soon .
Mike Horsburgh

. Perhaps someone should tell
"tl1en the A-side is in fact a turgid,
ptoddmg excursion, losing itself
· in its self-indulgence with all the
atmsophere of a steaming turd.
Whatever happened to the drama
of"She Gets Out The Scrap. book"?
Neil Finnie

on Friday, 10th November
8.00 p.m. to 1.00 a. m.

+/
Hypnotist
Live Bands Disco
Late Bar
(available at door)

VARIKOSE VEINS
Beirut Everywhere
Chrome LP

offering fioni the heavens onto
our humble little lugholes. And,
just in case we missed the point,
the remix of the piece de resistance, "Brilliant Mind", on the
flipside elevates it to the kind of
epic presentation we might expect
at a Simple Minds concert. Wonderful.

KB UNION 50TH
BIRTHDAY PARTY

TICKET: t~oo

long. Key To Your Heart and I
· Wish are other wise solid tracks
with this problem. The closing
title track, though, is tight pleasant pop. There is also a misguided
cover of Maggie May completely ·
faithful, but without the irony.
Why do bands bother doing
unambitious covers of songs
everybody knows? As an added
bonus, nearly ever track on River
has at least one water metaphor. ·
The earnest pre-teen is impressed.
Diane Levinson

BICYCLEs ·

REPAIRED

A wmn wtbmt lffaits yoo 11 tht

Enjoy a new style of
French Ct-isine at

HIRED :fa Wiaamli&ft'':J.'
etlfAl''ANl _

SOLD
BEST SELECTION OF
MOUNTAIN BIKES
IN EDINBURGH

· SALENOW
ON

fSlA ... CAIS

BAR--

Richard, formerly of L'Etoile in
No. 10, together with a
wonderful Frencl! Cheffrom
London, has opened a whole
new concept in French Cuis;rre.
Come to La Chaumiere and
enjoy a taste of France.

<>
Open 6days.
Fully licer~sed.

ARGYLE
A fint stltction of rl.'al a!I.'S

I
II ·

!

OPEN ALL DAY

A stii.'Ction ofhomt-cooktd lunchl.'s
strvt4 bttwttnl2 noon and 2 pm

/)"

CENTRAL CYCLE HIRE
13 LOCHRIN PLACE
TOLLCROSS 228 6333

You'll find us at
22a Nicolson St
, Edinburgh

Tel: 031-667 0747

15 Argyle Place
Edinburgh
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New York, New York
towering physical presence, and

NEW YORK STORIES
his sexual fury which rages
through
the picture. He domiCameo
nates the film just as he dominates
Dir: Scorsese, Coppola,
all his relationships: his women
Alien
beco_me no more than an extenMARTIN Scorsese, Francis sion of himself.
Pumped up by frenzied music,
Coppola and Woody Alien he unleashes his frustration on
have all spawned some rather gigantic canvases, demonstrating
patchy material recent,ly, but Scorsese's conviction that passion
the prospect of them col- is essential nourishment for artislaborating on a triptych of tic creation. Ultimately, the truth
tales, unified by being we suspect is confirmed: the
located in New York, is still object of his love is not, as he
his current female attachdistinctly appetising. It is a insists,
ment, but rather himself, and the
pleasure to come out reas- image that she has of him.
sured that two of them have
Naturally, there was a danger
their artistic juices in full that only cursory treatment could
flow, although the other be given to the subject which
appears to be terminally would comfortably sustain a fulllength feature, but the directorial
dried up.
The first story, Scorsese's, is
simply stunning. Nick Nolte
prowls the screen as a painter
whose artistic inspiration is inextricable from his obsessive sexual
possessiveness. He exudes enormity and melodrama, with his

WILT
Odeon

energy, and his unrivalled visual
sense (the painting sequences are
exquisitely achieved) ensure that
the excution is entirely satisfying.
Coppola's
contribution
is
perplexing, and beside Scorsese's,
tame. As with his last effort,

whose hobbies range from scuba
to macrobiotic cookery)
g1ves a sympathetic and humorous
portrayal. As for her yuppie
friends- Hugh and Sally- the
rubber doll has a more developed
character.
The story is simply thus -. a
"body" is nQticed in a concrete
mixer at the college where Henry
Wilt (Griff Rhys-Jones) works.
Nearby his car is found abandoned and by a twist of fate his
wife is also missing. The blundering Inspector Flint (Mel Smith)
attempts to prove Wilt's guilt. The
plot is made more complicatedand stretched to 90 mi_nut~s- by
~iving

WILT seems to have everything from a lesbian, a strangler, apprentice butchers taking a course in liberal studies
to a rubber doll. There are
even a few "stuff your loans"
thrown in for good measure.
All this without even mentioning the two leading
characters being played by
Mel Smith and Griff RhysJones! ...
And yet, this adaptation of a
Tom Sharpe novel seems lacking
somehow. It may be that it tries
too hard. The idea was obviously
to use two well-known comedians
to bring the book to its screen life
(and by sheer coincidence extensive publicity and box office takings!). The dangerous trap of this
-:- whi~h Wilt all too easily falls
mto - IS that one goes to see the
film expecting a Smith and Jones
show. Indeed, that is what one
gets (few other performers are
noticeable) but a more drawn-out·
yet less funny version of the usual
offerings.
To be fair, Alison Stead man as
Eva Wilt (Henry's ene
· wife

From the makers of
"Educating Rita"
Pauline Collins
Tom Conti

SHIRLEY VALENTINE (15)
Sep Perf2.10,5.IO, 8.10.

t)
The ladies of the cast have a great
new performer.
Anthony Hopkins
Jeremy Irons

ACHORUS OF
DISAPPROVAL (PG)

T!fcker, he has contrived a fairytale full of swanky clothes and
sentimental ideals, and as with
Tucker, he completely fails to
convince. So unbearable are certain parts that it seems impossible
that we are meant to take it at
face-value, but if there is any
sense of reality underlying this
offering then so inept is its presentation that it becomes quite lost.
The film is also plagued by a
pack of cringingly self-conscious
brats, devoid of any talent, that
Coppola has dredged up from
somewhere, and who make a sickbag an indispensable accessory. It
is quite baffling to consider that
this is the same man who directed
Apocalypse Now and the two
Godfather epics. He does, however, display the advantage of the
short story namely that anything is
bearable for 40 minutes.
The tedium is well worth enduring because, following the solemnity of his recent releases, it is
good to see Woody Alien's piece
truly exemplifying his comic
genius. This triumvirate was his
a series of coincidences and misfortunes which befall our two
intrepid heroes.
In fairness, I did chortle a lot.
Lines like "the only evidence you
have to corroborate your story is
wrapped around a turd halfway to
the North Sea" being of particular
amusement.
Wilt isn't boring but nor is it
side-splitting. It will probably find
its true niche when released on
video. But, bearing in mind I
haven't read the book, am not
renowned for my sense of
humour, and enjoyed the Leo
Sayer theme tune- perhaps you
should judge for yourself.

Griff Rhys-Jones and Mel Smith in Wilt.

CLERK STREET

The dancing's over. Now it gets dirty.
PATRICK SWAYZE

ROAD HOUSE ("1 8)
Daily at 6.10 and 8.40
,
Saturdays and Sunday only at 1.30, 3.50, 6.1 o, 8.40
A magical film that will stay with you forever.

THE BEAR (PG)
Daily at 1.15and 3.15
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE'S

HENRY V (PG)

YOUNG EINSTEIN (PG)

Daily at 5.10 and 8.05

One perf ONLY8.05.

Student discount available on Mondays only on production of current

Video Review ·
Twin Peaks
Dir: David Lynch
'TWIN Peaks', due to be
released in December, is written and directed by David
Lynch of 'Blue Velvet' and
'Elephant
Man'
fame.
Despite this fact, his latest
venture doesn't live up to
these previous successes. ·
The main problem with 'Twin
Peaks', the name of the small and
dull North-Western American
town in which the film is set, is that
it doesn't quite decirlf' what type of
film it wants to be. It oscillates between being a serious nuclear-mystery and a spoof detective story,
and so a policeman is actuaUy
heard to explain "Holy Smoke" to
FBI agent Dale "Batman"Cooper,
played by Kane MacLachlan, in
surprise and horror.
When a local high school beauty
is found raped and brutally murdered and on the same day another
girl goes missing, a mystery
develops, as a dull and unremarkable web of intrigue and tension
amongst some of the town's

inhabitants emerges. The murder
produces a series of melodramatic
moans and wails from various
inhabitants, including a policeman, obviously new to the job and
who looks like a cross between a
Teefal-man and Stan Laurel.
Although detective Cooper then
discovers that the murdered girl
was involved in drugs and pornography (we see her · featured in
'Flesh World') this is never
developed on or explained.
But confusion does not stop
here. When the girl's self-confessed murderer gets shot, the video
then for some reason decides to
abruptly fast-forward twenty-five
years into the future for the last
twominutes, and we find ourselves
in the company of Cooper (with a~
appallingly bad make-up job), a
dwarf man and an attractive
woman who looks like an older
version of the murdered girl.
My advice on this one, then, is to
watch it if you love David Lynch
films no matter how agoniSingly
fong slow and incomprehensible
they are, otherwise, ~save your
money.
Carol Cumming

***MAKE YOUR CHOICE FROM OUR TOP MOVIES***

•

LETHAL WEAPON 2 (15)

his culture rather than laughing at
them . In spite of Coppola's bewildering failure, Woody rebalances
the film and ensures that , for the
most part, it fulfils its delicious
potential.
Andrew Mitchell

031-667 7331/2

Yahoo Serious is

Me/Gibson

conception, and as succinctness
has always been one of his great
strengths, this format holds no
problems for him .
He covers well-trodden terrain
with remarkable freshness inducing_ h~lple_ss giggles by' wryly
dehghtmg m the eccentricities of

ODEON

Sep perfs 2.20, 5.20, 8.20.

Sep Perfs 2.30, 5.30 ONLY

Francis Coppola, Woody Alien and Martin Scorcese: probably the best
three American directors of the last 20 years.

Explore the depths of your imagination in . . .

THE ABYSS (12)
Daily at 1.45, 5.15, 8.10
Seats bookabte for all performances. Box Office open 11 am· 7 pm
AcessNisa Hotline 668 2101
·
Student concessions (except for last performa~ce each evening).

STUDENTS' OWN GUEST HOUSE

SHALIMAR
20 NEWINGTON ROAD, EDINBURGH EH91QS
BED AND BREAKFAST- Terms from £12.00
Fire Certificate. Showers. TV Lounge, Ample Facilities,
Hand C in all rooms.
Two fpmily rooms with facilities. Private Car Parking.

10% Discount for students.
· Under the personal supervision of

M~ and Mrs N. AHMAD GHUMMAN
(ex-E.U. students)

Telephones: 031-667 2827 Guests; 031-667 0789 Office.

,,''

student

All that Jazz

film

Cinema and jazz are the two new artforms of the
Twentieth Century, but have always had an
uneasy relationship. ~chard Harris investi·
gates.

seq uently the importance of the
fictional plot grew, and with ·the
onset of the film musical in the
early thirties, jazz musicians
invariably occupied cameo roles.
There followed a spate of films such as 'Pennies from Heaven'
(1936) - where the only interest
was provided by the sudden
appearance of the Duke Ellington
band at the height of their (>Owers,
with the Duke simultaneously
conducting and smiling broadly at
the camera. The effect, especially
when viewed today, is one of
almost awesome incongruity.
Similar fates
befell Louis
Armstrong
(whose
aching
abilities were apparently not
inconsid!fr!lble) and the Count
Basie and Cab Calloway orchestras. It was of course deemed
impossible that black artists,
talented though they were, co~ld
have a say in the .workings of 30's
Dexter Gordon
in Round Midnight. •
.
and 40's Hollywood: they proA FEW years ago Bertrand abound, concert footage of the vided the music while people of
Tavernier, whose new film legends is regarded as cult and their colour were refused entry to
'Life and Nothing But' has many films have jazz soundtracks, the gigs.
The relationship between jazz
been released, made a film it would appear that the two
artforms have not been memora- and film took a step futher dowcalled . 'Round Midnight', ble for their mutual inspiration.
nhill with a wave of dramatic teawhich some critics believed
The advent of film sound in tures all charaterised by their gen- .
to be the first jazz film mas- 1928 meant that jazz musicians era! inaccuracy and patronisingly
.
terpiece .
were able to make their first careless approach, such as 'The
So although jazz and the impact. But early films, such as . Fabulous Dorseys' (1947), 'The
cinema are the two artforms truly Dudley Murphy's 'St. Louis Glenn Miller Story'(1954) and
indigenous to our time, although Blues' and Black and Tan Fan- 'The Benny' Goodman Story'
they have much . in common tas)" (both 1929) were for the (1955). At least in 'The Fabulous
including humble and obscure ori- most part documentaries thinly Dorseys' the Dorseys played
gins in the late nineteenth century veiled with fictional plots, their ~ themselves. Even so all these
and belated recognition as legiti- only real value to jazz historians fifms were fictionalised to ~uch a
.mate forms of artistic expression, for whom the mere preservation degree that their historical value is
.and although documeritaiies of the artist was sufficient. Sub- highly suspect. But again, some. of

.

Pascale Vidal is the vivacious,
down-to-earth, provincial girl,
Alice. True to stereotype Irene is
the wife, Alice the finance (unknown to each other) of the soldier they both search for. ·
Running alongside the various
relationships evolving amongst
the central characters is a sub-plot
concerning the search for a body
to lay in the Tomb of the
Unknown Soldier. This, along
with setting the film in its historical and universal context actually
provides some of the most lightSet in France in 1920 'Life And hearted moments .
The action could have been
Nothing But' in fact tells a tragic,
but ultimately inspiring tale of condensed, as much of the plot
love and friendship. It is one of does not begin until the last 45
those illuminating situations minutes. (The film is of typical
134
where three very different people war epic proportions meet briefly, become close and minutes). The dialogue is true
are altered as a result of the meet- French ie dramatically exagger. ing- which lends itself so well to ated. "I will wait for you 100
years" being just one example.
the medium of film.
Yet , I must confess it was the
An inherent ingredient in this
style of action is strong charac- very 'Frenchness' that I could not
terisation. Life and Nothing But is help but enjoy. If you want to go
no exception. Philippe Noiret is to France and taste :·ed wine and
perfect as the heroic passionate ,camenbert, to laugh but to feel
and slightly crazed Major Dellap- something more- yet have only 2
lane. Sabine Azema is the foz-fur hours 14 minutes to spare- you
clad Irene, a strong and beautiful could do a lot worse than go and
society woman (who lets you see see 'Life And Nothing But'. .
Sarah Chalmers
why the french revolted!), and

LIFE AND NOTHING BUT
(Filmhouse
Dir: Bernard Tavernier·
THE opening shots of the
film show limbless, shellshocked,
amnesiac war
casualties. The aim is not to
glorify. war. Nor however is
it merely to chronicle ·the
devastation and desperation
of a national trying to rebuild
itself.
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the fil~s (i.e. 'New Orleans' 1947) had moments of gogd jazz;
the music was taken seriously occasionally- and hardly ever the
artists.
What changed all that was Bert
Stern's 'Jazz on a Summer's Day'
(1959). This film, shot at the 1958
Newport Jazz Festival, was
uneven in quality but nonethe.less
varied and undiluted i_n ·content;
moreover it was very widely distributed, and has rightly become a
milestone in jazz history. It was the
first film to elevate the artists'
status to beyond one worthy only
of condescension. The film was ~y
no means the first jazz documentary - 1944 saw Lester Young in
the excellent 'Jammin' the Blues'
- but the first one in which the
audience was totally subordinate.
Since 'Jazz on a Summer's Day'
the jazz documentary has fared
well in the cinema, right up to the
1989 film 'Straight - No Chaser'
about Thelonious Monk: but then
jazz is in a way just another subject fit for documentary film.
Jazz on a Summer's Day started
something of a jazz revival, and
reopened the possibility, only
marginally exploited before, of
jazz scoring for films. Thus the
sixties are full of films with a
bizarre range of plots of all deemed
suitable for jazz scoring: 'All
Night Long' (1962), a modernised
version of Othello, had a score by
Charlie Mingus and Dave
Brubeck; the French original 'Les
Liaisons Dangereuses' (1960) had
a score by Art Blakey and
Thelonious Monk, and Michael

OF NOTE •..

Caine's cockney lothario film
'Alfie' (1966) WitS scored by
Sonny Rollins. Around this time
also. Henry Mancini broke the surprisingly strong jazz/lowlife link
with his jazz scores to 'Breakfast
at Tiffany's and the Pink Panther
films .
So in the end only since this
period has jazz really made a
decent mark in the cinema. If you
had to come up with the three best
'fictional' jazz films ever made,
you would not choose the
trivialised sentimentality of the
fifties portraits; but you might
well choose Scorsese's 'New
York, New York' (1977), Tavernier's 'Round Midnight' (1986)
and Clint Eastwood's 'Bird'
(1987). It is, maybe, at last time
that commercial (ever racial) considerations have stopped intervening, and we can get the sym·pathetic and informed presentation needed for the best collaboration between these two great
artforms.

COMPETITION RESULTS
The answers to last week's pretty
fabulous Two Moon Junction cornpetition were as follows:
1) Mickey Rourke and Kim Bassinger
2) The Deep South ·
3) Madonna Ciccione
4) Time Sensitive
Congratulations to B. F:oster, S.
Ovett, E. Liddell, B. Jonson and
R. Bannister, who will win some
goodi~s
from the Cannon.

SPECIAL

The Filmsoc have a quite
remarkably strong week, starting
on Friday with a "Psycho" double
bill at George Square Theatre.
They start with "The Shining",
Stanley Kubrick's masterful study
of terrifying suspense ;as Jack
Nicholson is possessed . by the
spirits of an old hotel. Most terror
for least blood of any film since"Psycho". "The Company of
Wolves" and "Cat People" deal
somewhat more with sexuality,
and John Carpenter's ''The
Thing" pales slightly by comparison, although it is still guaranteed
to be responsible for quite a lot of
soiled underwear.
The very next day Filmsoc
astound even themselves by getting Claude Miller to introduce the
British premiere of "Mortelle
Randonee" and next Wednesday
equal this by having Luigi Fuzzini
to introduce the British premiere
fri 10 nov- george square t!eatre
of his new film "Donna
late-night psycho special
D'Ombra". These are both major
7JYJpm The Shining
events and well worth attending.
On the film front, "Koyannis9.JOpm The Company of Wolves
qatsi" and "Dr Strangelove" are
IOJOpmCat People
both well worth it, and for those · IJXJom The Thing
with a few hours to spare "Once
. Stay awake as long as you dare!!
Upon a Time in the West", Sergio
Leone's epi<' reworking of the
western, is pretty damn gQod
sun 12 nov- george square theatre
value.

events

>plus
this ·week's
regular .
programme

6.45pm Koyaanisqatsi
&.25pm Mauvais Sang

WANT to learn how to live
the fabulous life of a film ·
critic? If so,. all well and
good, but .i fnotwhy not
come to the Film meetings
anywaY: · Every Wednesday at 1.30 pm in the student offices.

tues 14 nov -pleasance theatre
6.4~""' Dr. Strangelove
BJ5pm The Wages ofF ear

sat11 nov -george square theatre
Claude Miller introduces the
British cinema premiere of

Mortelle Randonnee
to be followed by his latest film

La Petite Voleuse
As well as M. Miller, the star of
La Petite Voleuse, Charlotte Gainsbourg,
one of the finest young French
actresses of recent years, will also
be present at the screening.
Both director and star will answer
questions from the audience
after the films.
starts at 7JOpm

wed 15 nov- george square theatre
We are proud to present
the British premiere of a
major new Italian film,

Donna d'Ombra
Attending the screeninQ will be
the director, Luigi Faccmi, and
the producer, Marina Pipemo,
who both will answer questions
from members of the audience•
•starts at 7JOpm
Tickets for special events only will
be av'a ilable on the night of the show,
priced £1 (£2.50 non-members)

Please remember that guest tickets for regular season
shows must be bought in advance • they ate not
available on the door. Tickets may be bought from
Student Union shops weekdays 9 to 5pm, and from
Potterrow shop, weekday evenings . Please note that
Teviot front desk no longer sells guest tickets.
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Aspects ofWebber
I

Julian Lloyd Webber in Edinburgh.

JULIAN LLOYD WEBBER
AND JOHN LENEHAN

Virtuosi Society Concert at
Royal College of Physicians
1 November
THE Royal College of Physicians played host to the second concert of the Virtuosi
Society, formed in March
1989 to raise funding for
young talented musicians.
Tonight's star attraction was
cellist Julian Lloyd Webber,

accompanied by John Lenehan at the piano.
The opening piece, Bach's
Arioso, introduced by Lloyd
Webber's fluid, sonorous and,
above all, selfless style, which
allowed the harmonies, pure and
abstract, to speak, uncomplicated
by human drama . This style was
equally effective in Debussy's
Cello Sonata: Debussy sounds his
chords and almost like a jazz
musician throws in handfuls of
spare notes which colour and shift
our perception of the harmony.
Lloyd Webber's detached articu-

George Square Theatre
Run over

theThird World,

THE French group Theatre
du Movement have chosen
their
ambiguous
name
wisely. Theirs is a style which
defies rigid classification, for
it encompasses dance, mime,
and· sophisticated clowning
while conforming to few of
the ' conventions associated
with these forms. The result
is an eclectic and extraordi-.
nary vivid merging of crea-"
tive ene
dt h · I · _
. rgy an ec mea VIr
tuos1ty.

don't miss the bus.
Many people want to help the Third World.
Relatively few can offer the kind of help wanted most:
The handing 011 of skills and professions which lead
to self-reliance.
This is the work being carried out by VSO volunteers
in more than 40 countries from Africa and Asia to
the Pacific and the Caribbean.

I

· Three men,~ incongruously
·
·
d 'Id 'lk .
d resse d m
smts an WI St ttes,

You can discover more about becoming a VSO, however, much closer to home:
Our special information bus is now visiting.major
cities throughoutthe U.K. (look below and you can
see when it will be parked near you~

LONDON FIELDS
by MARTIN AMIS

Downstairs you'll find an exhibition of VSO's work.
Upstairs, a quieter area for videos and informal
discussions with members of staff and returned
VSOs with first-hand experience of working overseas.
Yourskillcouldbeneededurgently.So
• rtlt'us\· us\•
please don't miss the bus-or
• 03yto~ ~<'~~5 0 artl9~a\\the opportunity.
·\t:; \"'-'\;. ~ui\u'n"'"\1.We! ~

tt unwe~~"l \\(.ir<'i ~o'~· ·\'1~
\ot '~la ••n\vets' ~~\\·
d<\1.'llet\
~o"• • E.d'll"'
rtl'~..,.
•
~o'll· g.
\tef 69
t&O'~• '\0 \~

s: ""~r ...ur<l\'1 v

Helping theThird World help itseH.
Patron : HRH The Duke ot Edinburgh.

Ch•rity no. 313757.

lacy was moving in its simplic.ity.
Extending this style to the fmal
two pieces, however, the suspense
lapsed, as did his memory m. the
Delius sonata. Abstract emotiOns
became distilled into a certain,
well, reticence.
One thing at which Lloyd Webber excels is effortless change in
dynamic and tone: a cle~n unpr~
dictable shift in expressiOn. Thts
facility married with Shostakovich's equally unprepared-for
leaps out of easy melodies into
anarchic lines made for a superlative performance of the Cello
Sonata. At last both his musicality
and technique were stretched and
he began to take risks. A really
gutsy scherzo, full of forgiveable,
exciting fluffs , was followed by a
slow movement of a beauty
intense enough to make ooe
weep.
Such virtuosity in aid of young
musicians is something to be
applauded indeed. However, this
concert was a prime example of
the direction Arts seems to be taking in our "enterpising" society.
Opulent ,surroundings, free wine
and painless extraction of money
from the rich to donate to poor
artists, good, but at £15 a ticket
the beneficors will never be
among the audience. That
privilege is reserved for the most
important figure in Arts today,
the corporate sponsor.
Harriet Wilson

THEATRE DU MOUVEMENT
"ENCORE UNE HEURE SI.
COURTE"

If you'd like to help

~

UNDENIABLY the most
publicised book around,
London Fields is the disturbing story of a "murderee"
(i.. e. a self-appointed victim)
looking for her murderer. Set
in a world threatened by an
ominously
undefined
"Crisis", it is the final protest'
of an expiring planet where it
is "hard t~ love, when you are
bracing yourself for the
impact".
A backdrop of nuclear physics
and metereological reports (fiction meets scientific theory; not a
unique device), used also as
metaphors for the protagonists'
motives and behaviour, makes the
reader feel that there is definitely
a point to all this. Amis is tackling
the Big Issues:-Ecological Break-

Menacing and heavy at ifmes, the
·:concerto is frequently chaotic
which only adds to its brilliance
and originality.
Usher Hall
Brahms' Symphony No. 1, op.
3 October
. 68 in C minor, contrasts sharply
THE evening began with with the wild inconsistencies of
Maurice Ravel's Mother Bartok. Strong, impassioned yet
l soothing, the piece was influenced
Goose Suite, originally a vo - by Brahms' admiration for Beethurne of piano duets written oven in that it's "built from small
for the children of a close wedges of theme and rhythm".
friend. Ravel added a pre- The C major string tune and C
Iude and five other numbers major marching tune were the
to create the present work: highlights of the concerto with
Sleeping Beauty, Hop o' my their interesting, effective combiss nation of light string activity fol. l U I E
Thumb, LItt e g Y mpre towed by a sudden plunge into the
of the Pagodas, Beauty and powerful rapidly mounting full
the Beast and, lastly, The orchestra.
Natasha Banta
Fairy Garden . Unfortunately

.SCOTTISH NATIONAL
ORCHESTRA

the piece began too melancholic with no apparent resolution or direction. As
Mother Goose progressed
and eventually found itself,
the
orchestra
moved
smoothly and deftly handled
each section, making the
tales virtually come alive
through beautiful oboe solos
and rising string scales.
The piece· appropriately ended
with the waking of Sleeping
Beauty in the Fairy Garden, a langorous finale to the suite.
Then Ukrainian viola soloist
Yuri Bashnet gave an energetic,
magnificent performance of Bartok's concerto for viola and
orchestra, being particularly
fluent in the demanding second
short cadenza which builds to a
breathtaking allegro vivace finale,
a "moto perpetuo rondo", under
the guise of a Romanian dance.
The piece epitomised Bartok's
style with its unsettling, unnerving
change in both rhythm and meter..
emerge tentatively into the dark
primeval space which surrounds
them. Their story is one of an
ewlutionary quest. Taking a
flimsy piece of paper as a map,
they progress precariously across
an elaborate obstacle course of
planks and tea chests, eventually
constructing a civilised anarchy
from a mountain of bureaucracy.
Engulfed in reams of computer
paper, the futile, repetitive order
they have created ends in a wild
and perversely joyous act of
destruction, as the paper becomes
a chaotic sea in which the men
submerge
themselves.
· Tht< performers move less with
grace than with a taut, concentrated energy which is as controlled as it is eloquent. Words,
sounds and syllables are played
upon repeatedly, while their
meanings are lost in rhythm. The
F · h -,
·
11 d
renc anguage IS ro e round
the tongue or delivered in a rapid

~
•

staccato to form unsettling music
for the dance. Consequently, the
meaning of speech is subverted
and attention is thrown back on
the expressive power of body language.
Technically diverse, the play
can at times seem like a display of
practical physics, as the performers move and balance on boxes
with an evident appreciation of
weight, stress and motion. All
good,
traditional
clowning
techniques of course, but here
they are combined with a studied
beauty which owes more to dance ,
and undercut with bursts of selfconscious posturing.
This is ·a-~olatile and confusing
combination, which requires .
intense concentration. It is , however. unified by a powerful sense
of rhythm, and an ebullient comic
strand.
Joanna Swanson

down, Nuclear War and Sex '; Magimix to produce it.
Violence.
At times exhausting, it covers a
A lesser novel would be a disap- lot of ground so that, were ·it not
pointment after all the hype, but for Amis' skill and its highly comAmis is a thrilling writer: scornful, plex structure, it would disintegfluent and immensely funny. He rate into a mass of half-muttered
satirises his anomalous group of comments on a myriad of topics.
characters and, through them, the Amis has a lot to say and almost
attitudes of self-destructive Lon- risks saying too much for just one
don society. We are shown the novel.
But he is as raunchy and as
foulness oflife, the enlarged pores
of hu!J1anity under a magnifying· frighteningly intelligent as ever.
glass, and are captured in fasci- And we can still rely on him to
nated disgust, torn between tackle our remaining taboos: maslaughing out loud or retching vio- turbation, child abuse, pissing.
lently. In particular, Marmaduke, The plot is deliciously twisted;
the terrorist toddler, is a small one long sad-masochistic experimasterpiece whose patricidal ence, leading to a climax of cruel
mania gives Amis scope for some and unexpected thrusts. Add to
of his most hystericlally uncon- this the intrig11ing Nicola Six and
trolled writing and the psycho- the brilliantly characterised clus_sexual key to much of his work.
ter of men around her , and you
It occasionally seems that the have a novel that definitely
novel is too firmly placed in the deserves all the publicity its getpresent, as if contemporary ting-:- and some.
· themes, fears and prejudices had
Wtth thanks to James Thin for
all been crushed together in a the loan of London Fields .
Jessica Morris
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National Art
Scottish National Portrait
Gallery
Until January 311990
FRED Bremner (1863-1941)
initiated his photographic
career in 1882 in North East
India and was to remain in
India for the next forty years.
It is Bremner's ·personal
photographic analysis and
interpretation
of
Indian
societal and cultural development during the years 18821922 which this exhibition is
chiefly concerned with.

Seeking concolation: Janet Jeffries (above) and Tracey Anderson
Bryony Lavery's "Two Marias".
personified by the haunting presence of her own daughter, Maria
del Morte, who was tragically killed in a car accident. The tale continues to weave on, until the complex motif is established.

TWOMARIAS
Theatre Workshop
Run over
THER E'S pain, here , in this
house . . . I feel it. " One
wonders if Marguerita Is a
wandering mystic , as a violent -dispute erupts out of the
house into the courtyard. She
becomes an uncomfortable
and apparently unrelated
witness to the vicious row
b etween Julia and her daughter. Maria , who has fallen in
love with a woman.

.

Gradually , from behind the
ornate architecture of the play,
emerges the awful connection between Maria (Tracey Anderson),
her mother (Rosy Fordham), and
Marguerita (Janet Jeffries). Marguerita has come to visit Maria del
Amor, accompanied by her guilt,

DA VID WILLIAMS:
'IS' ECSTASIES I-XXII
Portfolio Gallery
Until18 November
' THIS somewhat esoteric and
elusive title is, in fact,
appropriate to David Williams' latest colle_c tion of
work which, quite understandably, seems to have
inspired a high level of
curiosity and rumour-bound
speculation.
Intrigue is evoked early on in
the exhibition by Williams' intimate and strategic employment of
contrasting light forms. These
manifest themselves in the form of
vague, indistinct and underexposed surfaces in which tonal
consistency is interrupted forcefully · though inoffensively and
with maticulate precision through
the introduction of invasive or
reflected light. This accordingly
serves to create broadly suggestive compositions in which the

The play derives its plot from an
actual incident. This lends some
force to the story as the dead
Maria brings alive the ghastly intimacy betwen the three women.
Bryony Lavery's play is, however,
rather heavy-handed and the pain
of the women is dwarfed by the
overt symbolism of the script.
This is the only frustration of the
production as the Women's Company cope admirably with the
extreme emotional challenge it
poses. Unfortunately, the symbolism and perverse symmetry of
the words renders their story
mute; for the actresses are never
granted enough freedom to
ungarble the message.
Susanne Osbourn

Representation and "correct"
pictorial perspective are apparent
Gallery of Modern Art
in both "The Mill House" (c.
1939) and "Spanish Landscape in
Throughout Oct & Nov Orange, Brown and Green", both
gouache and watercolours on
CURRENTLY on show in paper. Here, co1our and line
the Gallery of Modern Art is create form ~nd space, whilst the
a small, rather unassuming conceptual nature of these paintexhibition of paintings by ings, in their disregard of
New Zealand artist Prances illusionism, aligns Hodgkins'
artistic concerns with past masters
Hodgkins, member of the old such as Picasso and Cezanne,
· Seven and Five Society although her paintings are
(whose
members
also _perhaps
considerably
· Jess
included David Jones and accomplished and striking, a
Cedric Morris). The exhibi- weakness apparent in "The Calf',
tion consists of Hodgkins' another gouache on paper. The
overall design of this work lacks
later works, typical of the late any vitality and the final effect is
flowering of her art, and date one of tkl,ness.
from the 1930s.
"Still Life with·Red Jar" (chalk
What strikes the observer most and watercolour on paper) is
about her approach to painting is saved from these criticisms , howhermasteryofcolourandline,but ever, by Hodgkins' use of bright
above all Hodgkins' primitive and colour and swirling line as well as
direct approach to form and the varying viewpoints from space. The subjects of her paint- which she had conceived the
ings are typically domestic land- painting, lending a vitality and
scape scenes from the garden and energetic excitement to this paintfarmyard as well as still-lifes of ing, a bit lacking in some of the
fruit and flowers. .
-others.
- That Hodgkin~' concerns lie
The exhibition is on show till
more with the use of colour to the end of November and worth
evoke space and the overall incorporating into a visit of the
design of acomposition, than with .gallery whilst seeing what it has to
the classical concerns with offer in the way of modern art.
illusionism.
Carol Cumming

FRANCES HODGKINS

FRED BREMNER
A VISION OF INDIA

At this time India had fallen
under! the oppressive yolk of
British
imperialism
and
Bremner's early photography
emphatically but discreetly indicates the grotesquely incongruous
and ineffectual nature of the
attempted implimentation and
incorporation of British customs
into Indian society .It is, however,
apparent that Bremner purposely
avoids any explicit subjective
revelation of ~the oppressive
nature of the British Raj which is
indicative of the repressive and
evasive political etiquette prevalent amongst the British ruling
class at that time.
As Bremner ages and etiquette
concedes partially to individuality
there is a prominent subjective
digression towards the lower
castes. And Bremner's appreciably skilful employment of the
juxtaposition of spatial harmony
and symbolic s~jective configuration does much to emphasise
the paradoxical unison of simplicity of living with intense spiritual
and aesthetic complexity that is
still in existence within the Indian
socio-cultural infrastructure.
This exhibition does, however,
possess an unfortuante sense of
raucous incompletion which is
precipitated by Bremner's evasive
and neglectful omission of any
analysis of the poor, undernourished and disease-stricken
-who were, I am sure, in Bremner's
day as much as they are presently
a profoundly important and integral unit oflndia's cultural environment and heritage.
Portraits of Greta. Next week Student reviews "The Man Who Shot
William Stockland Garbo" which opens at the Scottish National Portrait Gallery on Friday.

otherwise montonous irregularity
of surface texture is made exciting RECENT PAINTINGS BY
yet peacefully self-contained by ROBERT MACLAURIN
the definitive accuracy and linear369 Gallery
ity of light contrast.
This undercurrent of tonal conUntil25 November
trast is, however, a mere extrapo"RECENT
Paintings" by
lation of a more powerful yet less
visually -apparent theme- that of Rober Maclaurin, a graduate
objective paradox. This becomes of the Edinburgh College of
apparent on closer consideration Art, is a pictorial diary of
of the objective constitution and time spent living and painting
composition of the photographs
within which an ' atmosphere of in Turkey. The paintings, all
serene tranquillity and sensuality executed in oils on various
has been created from an other- backgrounds, have a hazy
wise cumbersome, incongruous reality, an almost Impreand, at times, frankly obsolescent ssionistic feeling.
.
objective environment.
The colours have a tendency to
Inevitably, in a few of the be in one tonal range, achieving
photographs, the pursuit of the an instantaneous evocation of the
above theme progresses to partial natural harmony and hues of
or total abstraction and loss of autumn, winter, barren landapparent objective realjsation. scapes, water. All of the paintings
This can be perplexing but does in the exhibition demonstrate
noi detract in any way from the some aspect of the scenery ofTurpleasurably liberal degree of . key and to a lesser extent the lives
aesthetic
and
intellectual of the people living within this
interpretation which this exhibi- environment. There is a profound
tion allows the viewer.
difference between the smaller
Willi_am Stockland

pamtmgs in which the human
figures are central and seem integrated. By contrast, in the larger
paintings the human figures have
dwindled to the point where they
seem completely engulfed by the
I
landscape and lost within the
I
I
structure of the painting.
I
I
Maclaurin's smaller paintings
are attractive, particularly with
the painter's obvious eye for colour and light, but it is in the larger
paintings 'that the scale and
majesty of the alien landscape is
especially effective. In "Watching
the River Below", the juxtaposition of humanity and landscapes,
common to the majority of the
paintings in this exhibition, has a
particular strength. A tiny solitary
figure lies on a cliff in a physical
attitude which combines a religious awe and a sense of isolation.
The artist's obvious love for the
tuesday- saturday 1900-2200
landscape in which he worked,
and his fascination with that landI
scape's relationship to its popula••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
tion, makes the paintings vital and
impressive.
Joel Petrie
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Play the Playwril~o~.!owthe Duchess holds . her head high
and chin up because she is playing
a duchess. The characters, on the
whole, were unconvincing, but
they were, jn spite of tills, agreeable to watch. The unfaithful servant Carliola, played by Jane Aliison, although a small part, was a
particularly successful one.
T he director, Lisa Baraitser,

ever, the second piece far surpassed the first- "Under the Rubble" was cliche upon cliche. During an earthquake in Mexico, a
husband and wife become buried
and remain alive for several days
2 November
THE Edinburgh Playwrights' underground. This situation is not
Workshop
meets
once only a metaphor for their marweekly to read and discuss riage, but causes them to rethe works of aspiring writers. evaluate their relationship and
their inner seives.
·
This week, presented by proThe whole concept of an explof
·
1 t
ere two
ess10na ac ors,f w d. b
ration of self and others in a nearpieces written or ra to . Y death experience is such a wellRobert Dance - "Runnmg worked theme that it requries an
Away" and "Under the Rub- immense talent to produce a
ble".
fresh, inspirin·g approach. Robert
The former - a monlogue Dance clearly did not possess the
had the moving combinatiou of talent nor the inspiration to do
tenderness and humour with irony this. Some of the ideas in the play
and tragedy. On the moors of did have potential- for example,
. Wiltshire, during a family picnic, people's different approaches to
a woman deserts her husband and death. The wife's lack of fear, to
child, disappea!ing after c~asing the extent of almost welcoming
her paper nap km over the hills- .death, could have been enforced
all that remains of her, as her hus- by the Mexican celebration of
band, the narrator, tells us, are death, and contrasted with her
"the teeth marks in her currant husband's fear, covered with talks
bun, remaining on the dashboard of hope. However, these ideas
like a fossil". The subjective, very were not sufficiently explored,
personalised
narratien
that being drowned by cliched melodalways occurs with monologues rama, so that nothing w_o rth while
was at its finest here, and created really surfaced from the play.
welt. the juxtaposition between
The discussion afterwards was
the narrator's emotions and sub- interesting, the general cons.ensus
sequent speech, wjth what we per- . being, surprising!~, that Robe~t
ceive as the true sequence of Dance had potential, and that his
events and reasons behind them. pieces were "some of the best" the
The piece, however, was rather .vo~ksh~p had witnessed all year;
like a cheap imitation of one of .which e1th~~ refle~ts_ on the. stanAlan
Bennet's
stunning jard of wntmg or IS Illustrative of
monologues in "Talking Heads", :he i~tensely subjective nature of
and so lacked originality.
-eactiOns to any work.
Sophie Ormsby
UNDER THE RUBBLE and
RUNNING AWAY
Traverse

scrupulously arranged the characters' exits and entrances and went
as far as to have the. Duchess
·
bound in white bandage stnps
before her murder to show that
she was ensnared. The last scenes
were played in the murky darkness deemed appropriate for a
stage l!ttered with dying bodies.
Amanda Aldred as the Duchess and John 1airfowt ·as Ferdinand.

THE DUCHESS OF MALFI

"Antonio kisses the Duchess
with the passion of an actor ·
who wants to make it clear he
is only acting."

idly coloured food, is ·bathe_d in
the haunting glow of candlehght.

The Bedlam

·Around it the main characters
flicker with promise. Would that
the performance of the actors had
WEBSTER'S tragedy of been even half as rich as this openmurder, intrigue and revenge ing scene!
Antonio kisses tlie Duchess
had all the potential for a
Bedlam best. Sadly, how- with the passion of an actor who
ever, the strongest feeling . wants to make it clear he is only
acting. Ferdinand, the tempestuprovoked by the eventual . ous, incestuous Duke·, digs his
murder of all the main hands, in· a fit of passionate rage,
characters was one of satis- into a bowl of leaves and throws
faction.
them across the stage thus revealing to the audience that most of
The play begins with the strik- the bowl was filled with crumpled .
ing image of a banquet dinner. newspaper. Basolo speaks as if he
The huge table, draped in velvet has learnt a part from one of
and spread with luxuriant and viv- Webster's plays off by heart and
Untilll November

This would . have worked . if it
hadn't made one wonder if the
lighting crew had gone home
early.
Having said this, however, the
performance was neither ??ring,
nor faltering, and the decisiOn to
use modem dress worked well.
This was a terrific show of.acting
and stage management but where
the actual play, The Duchess of
Malfi, is concerned it might have
been taken for a parody of Webster.
0. McNeile

Security Pacific Hoare Govett is one of the City's premier investment banking
and financial service companies, backed by Security Pacific Corporation, the ·
5th largest bank holding company in the US.
Each year we recruit a small number of high calibre graduates to work in
Banking, Equities, Corporate Finance and Interest Rate and Currency Risk
Management.

-

A.· Force 1 n Finance
If you are looking for a career with one of the City's leading institutions, we
'

would be delighted to meet you at our

p~esentation

on Thursday 16th

November 1989 at 6.30pm at Caledonian Hotel, Princes Street, Edinburgh.
If you cannot come to' the rresentation but would like to find out more about

us, please ask for ourlbrochure at your

ca~eers service or contact Vivienne

Cook or Jane Worsey.
Securi y Pacific Hoare Govett

I

Securi y Pacific 'ouse

)

4 Broa gate
Lond

1

EC2M 7LE
I

Telephone 01 374 7008
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•

Chia-Meng Teoh takes a quizzical
look at just how mind mangling
the world of the student sleepless
night is, and asks: What is really ·
going to happen the morning
after . ..

•

tme
LEEP IS some thin~ all of us do quite a lot
of, but know very httle about. To many of
us, th~ concep! of sleep is nothing more
than a pa_ssive physiological process dotted by
!he occas10~al dream , whose main purpose is
JUSt ·relaxatiOn of body and mind. On the
co~trary, r~cent research has shown that sleep is
a ~Ighly active process- something beyond the
wildest ."dreams" of scientists fifty years ago.

S

Sleep IS now re~arded as an active and complex state,
and has been likened to a building with various
components. From this analogy came the term "sleep
architecture ". t~ describe the various stages and cycles of
sleep and their mter-rel<:~tionships to one ::mother.
It was t~ e development of the electroencephalogram
(EEG) which opened up new windows to monitor brain
wave activity and researchers who connected EEG to
sle~ping subje~t~ soon discovered a surprising pattern of
bra~n wave actiVIty. It was back in the 1950s when it was
not~ced that sleep apparently came in two forms: nonrap~d-eye-movem ent (NREM) and the better known
rapid-eye-movement (REM) sleep. The EEG showed

Can one go totally without sleep?
Generally the answer is no.
Surprisingly, healthy young people
can actually go without sleep for one
night without significantly affecting
their performance the next day.
that NREM sleep is di~ided into three stages too, which
unfortunately were ·given the rather less descriptive
terms stage 1, stage 2 and delta sleep. Stage 1 sleep
represents
the
transitionary
period
between
w~ke~uln~ss and sleep ; thoughts begin to drift and
thmki~g IS no longer reality-orientated. Stage 2 is the
bona fide sleep stage, while delta sleep represents deep
sleep. As sleep deepens the metabolic activity of the
bo~y decreases, heart rate and blood pressure fall to
their 24-hour minima , ventilation decreases , and brain
·~.,nP-rature and cerebral blood flow is reduced.
REM sleep on the other hand is so different from
NREM sleep , that some researchers have said that
"REM sleep may be a state different from NREM sleep
as it is from wakefulness". The basis of this state'ment

ues

stems from the fact that REM sleep has cltaracteristics of
both NREM sleep and wakefulness; on th·e one hand
brain activity is on par with that during wakefulness, but
body muscles become paralysed. Described more
simply, REM sleep is the period in which dreams occur.
In normal people there is a cycling of sleep stages
throughout the night. After going to bed one gradually
passes from stage 1 into stage 2 and finally delta sleep.
After a variable length of time one returns to stage 2
sleep before heading into REM sleep. This pattern then
repeats itself over and over again throughout the night ,
the only difference being that during each successive
cycle delta sleep decreases while the length and intensity
of REM sleep increases.
Most people REM dream between three to six times
each night although they can't remember their dreams
unless they wake up directly from REM sleep; probably
because short-term memory is impaired during sleep.
Early REM dreams are concerned with relatively
mundane current events, while "elaborate, emotional
and often bizarre dreams" tend to occur later at night.
Normally the contents of our dreams are determined by
our immediate concerns: fears , wishes , plans, hopes and
worries. Students who studied for several hours before
bedtime tended to dream about vigorous outdoor
activities (and whatever else students enjoy doing) but
most dreams are much harder to interpret because the
language of dreams is usually symbolic.

percentage of delta or deep sleep one has each night. A
person with more delta sleep needs less sleep than a
person who is constantly dreaming. But can we decrease
our need for sleep? Researchers have shown that it is
possible to reduce one's requirement for sleep by up to
two hours over a period of six months without any illeffects (medics should take note).
ut can one go totally without sleep? Generally the
answer is "No". Surprisingly, healthy young
,
people can actually go without sleep for one night
without significantly affecting their performance the
next day. It appears that one is able to rally reserves after
a night without sleep. Only sleepiness, mood, vigilance,
and performance on highly creative or extremely
montonous tasks seem to deteriorate after one sleepness
night. After two or three nights of sleep deprivation,
however, performance starts to deteriorate rapidly due
to the occurences of "microsleeps". Microsleeps are
momentary lapses into sleep during wakefulness lasting
a few seconds each. These microsleeps become longer
and more frequent with increasing sleep deprivation.
After ten days they become so intertwined with
wakefulness that it becomes almost impossible to
determine if the person is awake or asleep even when
performing activities normally associated with
wakefulness, e.g. walking or driving. Such "zombies" do
tend to become more noticeable around the university
during particular seasons.
But as many of those students who believe in the
principle of "cramming" will relate, it is almost
impossible to work into the early hours of the morning
without the ·use of stimulants such as coffee or caffeine
pills. Unfortunately, drinking ten cups of coffee even for

B

.
B

ut why do we dream? What is the purpose of
dreams? Actually no one really knows. While
the purpose of dreams is a matter ot debate for
psychologists, one would normally expect the function
of NREM sleep to be more readily explicable in
physiological terms. The most popular theory is that
sleep is necessary fo'r the resting of body organs,
. particularly the brain and nervous system. But then
again some insomniacs never ever sleep and remain
physiologically unaffected. Why we sfeep is still a
mystery. Whatever the function of sleep the vast
majority of us do need to sleep. Generally young adults
require between eight to ten hours of sleep per night
although there is great variability in specific individual
requirements. Some manage to sleep as little as three
hours a night without any ill-effects, while others feel
tired and, sleep-deprived after sleeping "only" seven
hours (like most of the university student population) .
This phenomenon can .be correlated directly with the

It is almost impossible to work into the
early .hours of the morning without use
of stimulants such as coffee or caffeine
pills. Unfortunately, drinking ten cups
of coffee even for a few consecutive
nights can lead to addiction and
dependency.
a few consecutive nights can lead to addiction and
dependency. The withdrawal symptoms from excessive
caffeine intake include drowsiness and frequent napping
(which for an unfortunate few occur during the exam).
Our knowledge of sleep is still very minimal compared
with other branches of medicine, but it is rapidly
progressing into an exciting new field of research. Many
sleep disorders such as sleep walking, night terrors,
necrolepsy and Sudden Infant Death syndrome have
been documented, some explained. This on-going
research has shown that sleep is a highly active and
complex state, the secrets of which we're only just
beginning to discover.

Relax . .. Enjoy your lunch in the unique atmosphere that is

TI-IEBARO:NY
An informal, noisy ypung atmosphere in a wooden·
floored traditional pub with real ales.

&;,;~1~,

-

BAR Ltl_NCHES SERVED_ MON-SAT (12-2.30)

©~~a~
~©~~((~~
GOOD FOOD ·
GOOD BREW
GOOD MOVE

LIV-E JAZZ

81/83 BROUGHTON STREET,
. EDINBURGH EH1 3RJ (031 ..557 0546)

.

7 Victoria Street, Edinburgh
Tel: 031-226 5260

SUMMER JOBS ABROAD
Are you a self-reliant, hardworking, fit
person looking for a job in which you can
fully utilise your passing knowledge of
French/German/ltalian/Spanish?
Do you like children and have a good
sense of humour?
If you are aged 18-25, available from April
to mid-July, or mid-July to late September
1990, come and join us as a CAMPSITE
COURIER, CHILDREN'S COURIER or a
WATERSPORTS COURIER.
Write now for details and an application
form to: Sarah Home, Courier
Department, Canvas Holidays Ltd., Bull
Plain, Hertford, SG141DY.

CACTUS WORLD NEWS
The Venue; 557 3073
.
Irish rock/pop band, haven't yet lived up to
initial promise of first album "Urban Beaches"· THURSDAy

MELANIE O'REILLY & WATCH WHAT
HAPPENS
Calton Studios; 556 7066
Jazz
SWINGSWIFf
Pelican; 225 5413
.
Contemporary commercial rock-pop.
THE BROTHERS
Preservation Hall; 226 3816
Resident rockers.

SHIBBOL
Negociants; 225 6313
CHARLIE McNAIR JAZZ BAND
Preservation Hall; 226 3816
Led by trumpeter.
LOS SUPREMOS
Oasis Rock Cafe; 26 5260
Student menu from £1.50.

DOMINION
New battle Terrace 447 2660

ANDY SHEPPARD BIG BAND
Queen's Hall; 668 3456
. Leading British saxophonist with jazz mateys.

FRIDAY lOth NOVEMBER

WHAT WE CAN LEARN FROM STUDYINGCORAL
1.10 pm, JCMB 6th floor common room
Dr TP Scoffin.
SCOTTISH ETHNOLOGY STUDENT SOC' IETY .
7.30 pm School of Scottish Studies, 27/29
George Sq..
.
Talk by writer/broadcaster Silly-Kay.
· Tickets £11£1.50. All welcome.
EU ANIMAL RIGHTS
8 pm, Sommerville Room, Pleasance
Discussion on vivisection and how to fight it
within the University.

BERODA SWING

THJl: DA VE BUICK TRIO
Oasis Rock Ca£6, Victoria St

~

from Friday
l.THEBEAR
· 1.45 pm, 6.20 pm
DEAD POETS' SOCIETY
3.45 pm, 8.15 pm
2. LETHAL WEAPON 11
2.10 pm, 5.10 pm, 8.10 pm

eUTTING CREW
The Venue; 557 3073
9pm.
Hopefully they won't just die in your arms
tonight. Remember?

BUNAC
8 pm, Teviot Dining Room
Free cheese, wine and popcDrn for members .
Come and join.
Panel Discussion "Pornography & Sexual
Violence"
Speakers include: Campaign Against Pornography and Edinburgh Rape Crisis Centre
David Hume Tower, George Square at 7.30
pm Free.
FRIDAY

3. INDIANA JONES AND THE LAST
CRUSADE
2pm, 5 pm, 8pm

EU SCOTTISH NATIONALIST ASSOCIATION
1-2 pm, room 8, William Robertson Building
Jim Sillars celebrating a year after his Govan
£1. 75 student concessions on all performances victory - "Scotland and Europe."
except the last one in cinema 3.
"This House Believes that the United States of
ODEON
Europe is the Beginning of the End" ·
Clerk St, 667 7331
1 pm, Teviot Debating Hall.
Free beer.
1. ROAD HOUSE
POLITICS SOCIETY
2. THE BEAR
1 pm, David Hume Tower
HENRY V
Bernard Crick on "The Politics of the South
African Problem."
3. THE~BYSS
· CHAPLAINCY CENTRE DINNER
Times to be confimred
6 pm, Mandela Centre
Run by Jewish Society, Bahai Society and
£1. 75 student concessions beflore 6 pm. Last
Anglican Society
performance £2.80.
£2 in advance.

· KANDA BONGO MAN
Assembly Rooms; 226 2427/8
8pm
A "hot" Zairean dance man, apparently.
Brilliant name though.
SCOTTISH NATIONAL ORCHESTRA
Usher Hall; 228 1155
7.30pm ·
Elgar, Maxwell Davies and Beethoven. Soloist
John Wallace, conducted by Bryden Thomson.
SATURDAY 11th NOVEMBER
NAPALM DEATH/MORBID ANGEL!
CARCASS/BOLT THROWER
Calton Studios; 556 7066
Phew, what a line-up! What a noise! What a lot
of people obsessed with having the worst name
possible!

FILMHOUSE
Lothian Road 228 2688

THE WEDDING PRESENT
Glasgow Barrowland; 552 4601
Peelies fave rave bring their certain kind of
marital bliss to the barras.

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL JAZZ
EVENING
8 pm,· Pleasance Bar
Local group Louisiana Ragtime Band.
Tickets £2/£3 from EUSA Offices.

1. LIFE AND NOTHING BUT
2.40 pm (not Sat), 5.45 pm, 8.15 pm (Thurs,
Fri, Sat)
SPIDERMAN
VSOBOOKFAIR
2pm
6-9 pm McEwan Hall, Bristo Square
WOMEN ON HIE VERGE
Prices start at 20p, for a good cause , pick up
6.15 pm (Mon, Tues, Wed) 8.30 pm (Sun,
some information while you're there.
·
·Mon, Tue)
ONCE UPON A TIME IN THE WEST
GREEN BANANA CLUB
2.30 pm (Mon, Tue)
Evening, Potterrow
PATTI ROCKS
· India and Alternative Disco.
i:~~r)m (Wed) 6.15 pm (Thur) 8.30 pm (Wed, 50p/£1. Bring matric card.
I

THE CROWS
The Venue; 557 3073
Edinburgh-based band getting harder,
. musically speaking of course.
' SUNDAY 12th NOVEMBER
THESHAMEN
Calton Studios; 556 7066
Hey wild man! A night of "Synergy",
psychedelic/acid, with lots of weird and
, wonderful lights. Mind blowing!
MARY MARGARET O'HARA
Queen's Hall; 668 3456
. Canadian folkie singer.·
DRUNKEN STATE
The Venue; 557 3073
One of this week's more intelligently titled
bands.
KEEPING STILL
Preservation Hall;.226 381Q_ ,

1

SALAAM BOMBAY
2.30 pm (Thurs)

1

2. RUNNING ON EMPTY
2.45 pm, 5 pm (Thurs) 3 pm, 6 pm, 8.30 pm
(Fri, Sat)
GERMAN DOUBLE BILLS
6.30 pm (Sun;), 7.15 pm (Thurs)
PAISA
6 pm, 8.15 pm, (Mon)
LOVE ME OR LEAVE ME
6 pm, 8.15 pm (Tue, Wed) 3 pm (Wed)
PEKING OPERA BLUES
3 pm, 6 pm, 8.15 pm (Thur)

BEATBOX
9-2 am, Teviot Debating hall.
Well, I've been there and I recommend itwhy not try it your self?
INDIE DISCO
9-2 am, Teviot Park Room
In case upstairs gets too much for you.
SATURDAY
RECLAIM THE NIGHT MARCH Plus Social
. Bring torches, banners, whistles, etc. Assemble
top Middle Meadow Walk, The Meadows, 7.30
pm.

MONO AY 13th NOVEMBER

1

MACCLADS
The Venue; 557 3073
Okay, so I said the same two weeks ago, but
that's what they told me.lt is this week, honest
-well, maybe you'd better phone to check!
TUESDAY
MACCLADS
The Venue; 557 3073
Offensive stuff, hopefully.

CANNON
Lothian Road 220 3030

For further information contact 447 6726 or 667
0713
.

1. SHIRLEY VALENTINE
2.10 pm, 5.20 pm, 8.10 pm

VSO BOOK FAIR AND ROADSHOW
10 am-4 pm. McEwan Hall, Bristo Square
Guest appearance by I an Agnew of Take The
High Road- a must!
·

2. A CHORUS OF DISAPPROVAL
2.20 pm, 5.20 pm, 8.20 pm
. 3. YOUNG EINSTEIN
2.30 pm, 5:30pm
LETHAL WEAPON 11
8.10 pm

STRANGEWAY
Evening, Teviot Park Room
HEAVEN
Evening, Chambers Street
A dance not a rock disco.

/

what's on

student
MONDAY 13th NOVEMBER
pOLITICS SOCIETY LUNCH
1 pm; Large Seminar Room, Politics Dept.
80p/£1- all you can eat.
EU CONSERVATIVE ASSOCIATION
1 pm; Middle Reading Room, Teviot
Regional Council member Brian Meek wil
speak on local ~overnment issues.
HIGHLAND SOCIETY TALK
7.30 pm; Middle Reading Room, Teviot .
Margaret Bennett on "The Influence of the
Celtic Year on Scottish Customs".
TUESDAY 14th NOVEMBER
ANGLICAN CHAPLAINCY
1.05 pm; JCMB, Room 3215
Eucharist, Bible Study and lunch.

theatre
ROYALLYCEUM
Grindlay Street 229 9697
·othello
Until18 Nov. 7.45 pm
£2.50"£8
.
TRAVERSE THEATRE
118 West Bow, Grassmarket 226 2633
Elena and Robert
_
Set in an institutional home for the elderlyu
and men tall yconfused where two of the
inmates strike up a love affair.
Until Sun 12 Nov. 7.30 pm
£4.75/£2.50
KINGS THEATRE
2 Leven Street 229 1201
Pride of the Forth
Radio Forth bring together a host of Scottish
variety acts.
Until11 Nov. 7.30 pm
£3-£4.50

ANGSOC ZIMBABWEAN EVEIING
7Js.30 pm; Chaplaincy Centre
Speaker: Stephen Spencer
"SEARCH THE SCRIPTURES"
5.15 pm; Chaplaincy Centre
SCOTTISH ETHNOLOGY STUDENT SOC
6 pm; Rutherford's Bar, Infirmary Street
Newly formed club with a regular meeting
place -take an interest in your homeland
(native or adopted).
WEDNESDAY 15th NOVEMBER
BAHA' AI SOCIETY
1 pm; Chaplaincy Centre SR 1
Lunch and discussion.

lliEATRE ON THE HILL
Queen Margaret College, cierwood Terrace
339 8111 ext 229
Inner Voices
Eduardo de Filippo's play about a man who
dreams of murder and causes a wave of worry.
Until11 Nov. 7.30 pm
£2 (£1)
BEDLAM
Forrest Road 225 9893
- The Duchess of Malfi
EUTC present Jon Webster'~ ~enaissance
tragedY,, with incredibly imaginative sets!
Until Sat 11 Nov. 7.30 pm
£3 (£2.50/£2)

CHAPLAINCY CENTRE
1.10 pm; Chapel
_
Interdenominational Service of Holy
Communion.
BREATHLESS
Evening; Potterrow
Your faovurite lunchtime haunt transformed
into a well crucial dance club. Be there. 50p/£1.
Bring matric card.
SELF-DEFENCE CLASSES
7-9 pm; Men in the Pleasance; women in St
Leonard's Hall, Pollock.
To get
home safely-after a night at
£1 a session.

clubs
THURSDAY ·
SHAG
At the Mission and Shady Ladies. 10 pm-3 am,
£1.50.
·· Be early or elsewhere.
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Mid-term blues has struck even the telly schedules this week·
highlights are few and far between, but the best of a bad bunch
has to be the continuing Young Guns season of films on.BBC
~· thi~ Sunday at 10.15 pm. Kiefer Sutherland (who has
mhented all of his father Donald's talent and, fortunately,
none of his distinguished features) staT:;;as "Bad Boy" Donald
Campbell, the dutiful son of a family hit by the depression in
~930s Nova Scotia. Fortunately for us again, Donald finds he
IS unable to reconcile his sexual desires with the statutory
~elibacy i~flic!ed on him by his impending priesthood. Throw
m temptatiOn m the form of Sergeant Caldwell's two daughters
and a murder to complicate matters, and you have the making
of your weekend's telly entertainment.
•
·
Over on ITV, this Saturday at 11.40 pm gives you the
chance to see the harrowing movie version of film legend Joan
Crawford's tumultuous life in "Mommie Dearest". Based on
the vitriolic bestseller by Christina Crawford, the star is shown
~roppng_her young daughter's hair as punishment for looking
· m the mirror too much, force-feeding her raw meat and
whipping her with a coat-hanger ....
1For light relief, if still a little warped, try the cult space
comedy "Red Dwarf" this Tuesday on 2 at 9 pm. Attracting a
larger audience than Monty Python in the States, this Britishmade comedy's success remains strong.
~Richard

Arnold

IG c;t~ IDE
The Queen's Hall will be host
to the vocal talents of Mary
Margaret O'Hara on Sunday
night while at Calton Studios the
groovy Aberdonians with the
funny mushrooms, The Shamen,
bring along their throbbing acid
chaos roadshow to expand your
consciousness or make you want
to go to the toilet, as the case
may be.
The Venue's busy next week
with humdrum rockers Cactus
World News on Wednesday
cleaning up the-beer and sex and
chips and gravy stains after two
nights of those champions of all
things wholesome The Mace
Lads. Altogether now: "They're
a load of bloody fairies in
Buenos bloody Aires."
Stephen Barnaby

God, the Cutting Crew are
crap. Well, gosh, that was a
snappy start to this week's guide
and curiously coincidental as
we11 because the Cutting Crew
actually happen to be playing at
the Venue on Friday night. On
the Saturday, a trip through to
Glasgow's Barrowlands might
• lead to an encounter with lovable (but emotionally mixed up)
indie superstars The Wedding
Present, who aren't actually
indie at all nowadays. At Calton
Studios there should be a night
of bone-crushing anarcho veggie
moshing death metal hunt sabbing apocalyptic hair frenzy with
Napalm Death, Morbid Angel,
Carcass and Boltthrower, while
would-be stadium gross-outs
The Crows gross out at the
Venue.

FRIDAY
MARLEY'S
At Shady Ladies 10.30 pm-3 am . £2
Older crowd and reggae.
PORTRAIT GALLERY
Queen Street 556 8921
Mon-Sat 10 am-5 pm, Sun 2-5 pm
The Man Who Shot Garbo
Exhibition of the work of Clarence Sinclair, the
great American film studio portrait photographer.
From 10 Nov.

RED HOT at RED HOT PEPPER CLUB
10 pm-4 am £13 befort; 11.30 pm, £4 after
Mature clubbers. Popular.
SPANISH HARLEM
At Wilkie House 10 pm-3 am. £2 before 12 am,
,£3 after.
.
.Reopens after Guthrie Street disaster.

NETHERBOW
43 High Street 556 9579
Mon-Sat 10 am-4.30 pm
Neil Stewart: Recent Workds
Linocuts and painings featuring the Old Town.
Until25 Nov.

DREAM/SLAM
10 pm-3 am £3.
House fusion from Glasgow's Slam and Edinburgh's Dream Club. Best bet for tonight.

THE SCOTTISH GALLERY
94 George Street 225 5955
Mon-Fri 10 am-6 pm, Sat 10 am-1 pm
Robin Welch: Ceramics
Until29 Nov.

PACIFIC STATE
At Wilkie House. 10 pm-late.
Spin-off of Spanish Harlem.

GALLERY OF MODERN ART
Belford Road 556 8921
Mon-Sat 10 am-5 pm, Sun 2-5 pm, Cafe
Frances Hodgkins:
the New Zealand artist.
October and November.

THE IMMIGRANT CLUB
At Shady Ladies. 10.30 pm-3 am £2
Alternative.

I

THE ARCHITECTURE GALLERY
Univ. of Edinburgh, Dept. of Architecture, 20
Chambers Street 667 1011 ext. 4544
Mon-Fri 10 am-6 pm, Sat & Sun 10 am-3I?m
Pioneering Women architects from Finland
Did you know that one third of Finnish
architects are women? Amazing or what.
Until18 Nov.
CITY ART CENTRE
2 Market Street 225 2424 ext 6650
Mon-Sat 10 am-6 pm, licensed cafe.
Sue-Jane Taylor
·

SATURDAY

CHAPLAINS
AtBisburyPark'sNighclub.ll.30pm-6am. £2
free before 12 am.
Snacks, dance and the middle floor bar is now
· also open until6 am.
SUNDAY
MELTING POT
At Red Hot P~pper Clob.lO pm-3 am £1.50
before 11.30 pm; £2.50 after.
WEDNESDAY
THE DEEP
At' the Mission 10.30 pm-3 am £2 Hip-Hop.

/
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SELECTION OF FILMHOUSE
FAVOURITES NOW AVAILABLE

HE'S 54, HE MANAGES
4000 PEOPLE, AND HE'S BEEN IN
-HIS INDUSTRY FOR 25 YEARS.
HOW ARE YOU GOING TO TELL HIM
TO SPEND £5 MILLION?

You're in a meeting with your manager
and the Managing Director of your
client. They're a £300m company planning expansion into Europe. The MD
turns to your manager.
"If France is so attractive, why have all
our competitors done so badly there?"
Your manager turns to you. You're the one
who's spent the last three weeks analysing
the French market (you were in Paris
interviewing last week).
Your answer is concise, if a little nervous,
and two heads nod in agreement. One
month later, convinced by the quality of
the analysis, the client board votes to
build the plant you recommended.
It's a typical result. As the largest strategic management consultancy in the UK,
Bain & Company's task is to help clients

produce superior performance in every
aspect of their business.
As an Associate Consultant at Bain you
are an essential part of that process. The
situation we've described is one you'll
learn to take in your stride. The job demands maturity, problem solving ability,
commitment and resourcefulness. To those
qualities we'll add a rigorous training that
will equip you to deal with complex business problems. You'll work with likeminded people who'll rely on your contribution almost from the word go.
If that's the kind of challenge that appeals
to you; come to our presentation and
cocktail reception at The Caledonian Hotel, Princes Street, Edinburgh on Monday
20 November 1989 at 7.00pm, or contact
Gillian Jones, Manager, Recruiting Department, Bain & Company, 16 Connaught
Place, London W2 2ES.
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Bain & Company, Inc.

'

